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FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE TABLE SYSTEMS

Flexible Workstation Solutions
CiF Lab Solutions understands that every owner defines their 
flexible and adaptable space differently. CiF Lab Solutions’ 
products are designed to increase lab efficiencies through 
optimal configurations that maximize lab and storage 
capabilities and enable lab workers to reconfigure their 
workspace and create functional spaces by themselves. 

Laboratory facilities are designed for unique research 
requirements, and they also need to meet national, as well as 
international, scientific testing standards.  CiF Lab Solutions 
addresses these challenges by providing ergonomically 
designed, height-adjustable products that adapt to laboratory 
personnel and equipment needs, as well as Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements.

Our complete flexible workstation solutions include the Summit 
Series®, ASCENT™, Pinnacle Series®, Tech Center, and 
Carts.  To create a user-friendly lab environment that functions 
flawlessly and is adaptable to your future needs, let's talk.  
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Review this page to obtain a thorough understanding of the available features and benefits of the flexible workstation solutions available from CiF 
Lab Solutions.

FEATURE BENEFIT
SUMMIT 
SERIES® ASCENT™

PINNACLE 
SERIES®

TECH 
CENTER

HEIGHT-
ADJ. CART

FIXED-
HEIGHT 
CART

Manual Height-
Adjustable

Enables open floor plan with capability to meet 
sitting, ADA and standing height requirements

• • • • •

Electric Height-
Adjustable

Encourages people to work at an ergonomic 
and safe height with height-adjustability  

at the push of a button
• •

Transport Cart 
Adjust your work surface heights on a manual 

table instantly or relocate your manual or 
electric frame with leveler glides

• • • • • •

Movable
Enables lab workers to reconfigure workspace 

by themselves giving the customer superior 
value and a higher return on investment

• • • • • •

Leveler Glides
Provides support for heavy-duty applications 

and offers an excellent value, over the lifespan 
of the workstation

• • • • • •

Swivel Casters
Move the workstation directly to the  

point-of-use or reconfigure your laboratory  
space by yourself

• • • • •

Medium Duty  
Leveling Casters

Immobilize and level your workstation with an 
economic alternative to the heavy duty  

leveling caster
• •

Heavy Duty Leveling 
Casters

Immobilize and level your workstation • •

Utility Chase Uprights
A single point of connection of services to make 

quick connections to overhead ceiling panels
• • •

Accessories
Accessibility to technology is easy with 

pneumatic and fixed-height monitor arms, 
keyboard trays and cpu holders.  

• • • • • •

Compatible with  
Mobile and  

Suspended Cabinets

Additional storage capability, gain extra work 
surface area and easily relocate files

• • • • • •

Nominal 1-Inch  
Adjustable Shelving

 Adjust without the  
use of hand tools

• • • • • •

Infinitely Adjustable  
Shelving

Cleaner appearance and less  
susceptible to contamination

• • • •

Load Capacity
*When the medium duty leveling caster option 
is used, the load rating is reduced to 600 lbs.

*1200 lbs. 800 lbs. *1200 lbs. 1000 lbs. 500 lbs. 500 lbs.

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE TABLE SYSTEMS

Flexible Workstation Solutions
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This page is designed as a guide to review the options available for your flexible workstation solution. 

Workstation "Order Check List"

Step 1
What height-adjustment option best suits your present and future needs and budget? 
(Fixed, Manual or Electric) 

Step 2
What mobility option is important for your laboratory furniture?
(Non-Mobile, Leveler Glides,  Swivel Casters or Mobilizing Casters)

Step 3
What load capacity is needed for your workstation considering the task-at-hand and equipment used for the laboratory? 
(See chart on previous page for load capabilities.)

Step 4
Where are your services located in your laboratory?
(Ceiling, Floor or Wall)

Step 5
Review the flexible workstation solutions available from CiF Lab Solutions and pick your solution? 
(Summit Series®, ASCENT™, Pinnacle Series®, Tech Center, or Cart)

Step 6
Select your upright systems.  How often will your lab personnel want to adjust the height of accessories and what aesthetics are 
preferred?  (Steel Slotted - accessory adjustment is nominal 1-inch, Infinitely Adjustable Aluminum - accessory adjustment is 
infinitely adjustable or Surface Mounted Oval Post Design)

Step 7 Select your shelf options by building your own shelf model number assembly 

Step 8 Select your work surface material type and size by completing the build your own work surface model number assembly  

Step 9
Select and order your accessories. 
(Computer Articulating Arms, Keyboard Trays and CPU Holders, Task Lighting, Workstation Accents, Apparatus Rods)

Step 10 Determine what electric/data services are needed in your horizontal manifold (Amps/Volts).

Step 11
Determine what gas services are needed and order the horizontal manifold for the Pinnacle Series®, Tech Center and Carts.  If 
ordering a Summit Series® or ASCENT™, select the services and order the fixtures for the vertical upright utility chase.

Step 12 If you ordered an electric workstation with leveling glides or a manual workstation, order a transport cart. .

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE TABLE SYSTEMS

Flexible Workstation Solutions
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Shelves are available in plastic 
laminate*, painted metal, phenolic resin, 
epoxy resin, and wood and adjustable in 
1-inch increments 
 
Optional shelf retainer lips are available 
in metal cut-out, single rail and  
triple rail* 
 
Accessories include apparatus bars, 
pneumatic height-adjustable flat screen 
monitor arms* and keyboard trays*

Horizontal utility manifolds meet 
electrical requirements*

The metal modesty panel is powder 
coated to match the workstation*

Suspended casework material options 
include plastic laminate*, painted metal 
and wood 

Electric* and manual height-adjustable 
work surface options 

Full-height utility uprights act as a 
chase for services   
 
Available with leveler glides*, swivel 
casters, medium duty leveling casters, 
and heavy duty leveling casters 

*Option shown on drawing

Features and Benefits:
The dual-drive Summit Series® frames are designed to meet flexible and adaptable workstation requirements for vertical service distribution.  The 
uprights are stationary full-height vertical uprights that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving.  The slotted uprights are 
integral to the Summit Series® frame and act as a service chase for electrical, data and plumbed services.  Each upright is designed with three 
stitched holes to accommodate services for quick and easy connection to overhead ceiling service panels.  To order your work surface, shelving, 
fixtures, and more, refer to the end of the Summit Series® section.  If you don't order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire 
management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this section. For suspended and mobile casework options, refer to the casework sections.  A variety of 
optional accessories and capabilities are shown on the concept drawing below.

The Summit Series® workstations are available with leveler glides, swivel casters, medium-duty leveling casters, and heavy-duty leveling casters.  The 
detail found on each page in this section is specific to the foot type you select.  To change the height of the work surface, a quiet 24-volt linear actuator 
drive system is used.  The work surface adjusts at the push of a button.

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Electric Height-Adjustable
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SHOWN: SMP3A3060

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)Optional accessories are located at the 
end of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surface
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive Summit Series® with leveler glides offers push button electric height-adjustment; power requirement is 110v.  The uprights are full-
height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 35-inches 
(not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to house services. Each upright is 
designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order your plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the end 
of this section. If you don't order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire management kit (TMW1) also found later in this section. 
Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The power cord for the workstation motor is 10-feet long and ships with a 
straight-blade plug.  The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired. Refer to our full specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section. 

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leveler glides is 1200 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination. 

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Electric Summit Series®   
Frame with Leveler Glides  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted Shelving 
Adjustment  

MODEL#: SMP3A + D + W

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Electric With Leveler Glides
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive Summit Series® with swivel casters offers push button electric height-adjustment; power requirement is 110v.  The uprights are full-
height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 35-inches 
(not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to house services. Each upright is 
designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the end of this 
section. If you don't order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire management kit (TMW1) also found at the end of this section. 
Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The power cord for the workstation motor is 10-feet and ships with a straight-
blade plug.  The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired.  Refer to our full specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section. 

Load Rating:
The total load rating with swivel casters is 1200 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Electric Summit Series®   
Frame with Swivel Casters  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted  
Shelving Adjustment  
 

MODEL#: SMP3D + D + W

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Electric With Swivel Casters
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SHOWN: SMP3C3060

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive Summit Series® with medium duty leveling casters offers push button electric height-adjustment; power requirement is 110v.  The 
uprights are full-height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment is 
27- to 35-inches (not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to house services. 
Each upright is designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to 
the end of this section. If you don't order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire management kit (TMW1) also found at the end of 
this section. Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The power cord for the workstation motor is 10-feet long and ships 
with a straight-blade plug.  The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired.  Refer to our full specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section. 

Load Rating:
The total load rating with medium duty leveling casters is 600 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, 
shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 600 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Electric Summit Series®  
Frame with Medium Duty 
Leveling Casters  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted  
Shelving Adjustment   
 

MODEL#: SMP3C + D + W

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Electric With MD Leveling Casters
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SHOWN: SMP3B3060

Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive Summit Series® with heavy duty leveling casters offers push button electric height-adjustment; power requirement is 110v.  The 
uprights are full-height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment is 
27- to 35-inches (not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to house services. 
Each upright is designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to 
the end of this section. If you don't order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this 
section. Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The power cord for the workstation motor is 10-feet long and ships 
with a straight-blade plug. The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired.  Refer to our full specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section. 

Load Rating:
The total load rating with heavy duty leveling casters is 1200 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, 
shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination. 

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Electric Summit Series®   
Frame with Heavy Duty 
Leveling Casters  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted  
Shelving Adjustment   
 

MODEL#: SMP3B + D + W

Optional accessories are located at the 
end of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Electric With HD Leveling Casters
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Shelves are available in plastic laminate, 
painted metal, phenolic resin, epoxy 
resin, and wood* and adjustable in 
1-inch increments 
 
Optional shelf retainer lips are available 
in metal cut-out, single rail and  
triple rail* 
 
Accessories include apparatus bars, 
pneumatic height-adjustable flat screen 
monitor arms* and keyboard trays*

Horizontal utility manifolds meet 
electrical requirements*

The metal modesty panel is powder 
coated to match the workstation* 
 
Mobile casework options available in 
plastic laminate, painted metal or wood* 

Electric and manual* height-adjustable 
options 

Full-height utility uprights act as a 
service chase for air, vacuum and gas   
 
Available with leveler glides, swivel 
casters or leveling style casters* 

*Option shown on drawing

Features and Benefits:
The Summit Series® frames are designed to meet flexible and adaptable workstation requirements for vertical service distribution.  The uprights are 
stationary full-height vertical uprights that allow the work surface to manually adjust independently from the shelving.  The slotted uprights are integral 
to the Summit Series® model number and can be ordered with services, power and data accommodations that allow for quick and easy connection to 
overhead ceiling service panels.   The uprights are designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services. To order your plumbing, work surfaces, 
shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the end of this section.  For suspended and mobile casework options, refer to the casework section. A variety of 
optional accessories and capabilities are shown on the drawing below.

To change the height of the work surface, place a CiF Lab Solutions transport cart under the work surface until it is flush to the bottom of the work 
surface and release both spring-loaded, hand-retractable plungers on the left and right table legs.  This will “unlock” their position. Then, use the height 
adjustment button on the transport cart to move the work surface up or down until it is at the required height.  Once it is in place, securely push the 
plungers in position.  The range of height-adjustment is 27- to 35-inches (does not include the work surface thickness).

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Manual Height-Adjustable
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Optional accessories are located at the 
end of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms 
•    Transport Cart

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The Summit Series® with leveler glides offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system.  The uprights 
are full-height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 
35-inches (not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to house services. Each 
upright is designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the end 
of this section. Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired. Refer to our full 
specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leveler glides is 1200 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Summit Series®  
Frame with Leveler Glides  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted  
Shelving Adjustment   
 

MODEL#: SMA3A + D + W
Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Manual With Leveler Glides
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The Summit Series® with swivel casters offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system  The uprights 
are full-height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 
35-inches (not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to run services. Each 
upright is designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order your plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the 
end of this section. Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired. Refer to our 
full specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with swivel casters is 1200 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Summit Series®   
Frame with Swivel Casters  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted  
Shelving Adjustment  
 

MODEL#: SMA3D + D + W

Optional accessories are located at the 
end of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Manual With Swivel Casters
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SHOWN: SMA3C3060

Product Description and Characteristics:
The Summit Series® with medium duty leveling casters offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system.  
The uprights are full-height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment 
is 27- to 35-inches (not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to house services. 
Each upright is designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the 
end of this section. Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired. Refer to our 
full specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with medium duty leveling casters is 600 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, 
shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 600 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Summit Series®  
Frame with Medium Duty 
Leveling Casters  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted  
Shelving Adjustment  

MODEL#: SMA3C + D + W

Optional accessories are located at the 
end of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms  
•    Transport Cart  

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Manual With MD Leveling Casters
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SHOWN: SMA3B3060

Product Description and Characteristics:
The Summit Series® with heavy duty leveling casters offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system  The 
uprights are full-height, stationary systems that allow the work surface to adjust independently from the shelving. The range of height adjustment is 
27- to 35-inches (not including the work surface height).  The slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to house services. 
Each upright is designed with three stitched holes to accommodate services.  To order plumbing, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the 
end of this section. Workstations with a width over 48-inches will receive a center upright.  The uprights ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired.  Refer to our 
full specifications for details.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Summit Series® workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width 
Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 
30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with heavy duty leveling casters is 1200 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, 
shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Summit Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down and the uprights fully assembled and attached to the 
workstation; exclude suspended casework. All accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended 
casework is shipped assembled and needs to be installed on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Summit Series®   
Frame with Heavy Duty  
Leveling Casters  
and Full-Height Utility Chase  
Uprights with Slotted  
Shelving Adjustment  
 

MODEL#: SMA3B + D + W

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Manual With HD Leveling Casters
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We designed this page to help "build" your work surface selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the Summit Series® workstation, work surface size, material type, and upright type to equal a "10" character model number.  
In addition, you must specify the work surface color and edge color/type when applicable.

The work surfaces for the Summit Series® workstations will be notched around the uprights. The model number assembly is equal to one work 
surface.  You must specify quantity of work surfaces based on each assembly.  

Work Surface Model # Template

Workstation Type ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Upright Type ___  = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the system your work surface will be used on: 

Summit Series® - WS     

Step 2
Select the work surface size starting with thickness (T), depth (D) and width (W): 
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02. 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 30  36     Workstation Width (W) - 48  60  72  84  96

Step 3 Select the work surface material:  This should be in your submittal drawings or CaseLine file.

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L  

Step 4 Select the upright for the Summit Series®.

Summit Series® I - M     

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Work Surface

*Note: Wire management kit included to secure table wiring
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The accessories on this pages are designed to showcase our various shelf options and provide further detail on available selections.  In addition, we 
have included a few material definitions to help you make your selection.

The following shelf and work surface material definitions are from SEFA 3 standards and used with permission. 
 
Epoxy Resin - Epoxy resin tops and sinks are produced from a composite of epoxy resin, silica, inert fillers and organic hardeners. Material is cast and
cured in ovens at elevated temperatures. Material is homogeneous throughout and nonabsorbent.

High Pressure Plastic Laminate - High pressure plastic laminate tops are made from melamine-impregnated surface papers pressed over phenolic-
impregnated kraft paper layers. The back is sanded to facilitate bonding to the top of suitable substrate.

Phenolic - Solid phenolic composite tops are a compression molded composite of a homogeneous core of organic fiber reinforced phenolic and may
contain one or more integrally cured surfaces that are non-porous.

Triple Rail Single Rail

Book End Bracket Angled Bracket

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Shelving

*Note: All shelves include a structural rear retainer lip as shown.

Double Rail
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We designed this page to help "build" your shelving selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the Summit Series® workstation, size of shelf, material type, front retainer, bracket type, and upright type equal to a "12" 
character model number.  

The model number assembly is equal to one shelf.  Each shelf is half width due to the intermediate upright.  You must specify quantity of shelves 
desired, i.e. two shelves for one full width run of shelving. 

Shelving Model # Template

Summit Series®  ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Retainer Lip ___ + Bracket ___ + Upright Type ___  
= 12 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the workstation system your shelf will be used on: 

Summit Series® - SA     

Step 2 Select the shelf size in order starting with shelf thickness (T), shelf depth (D) and workstation width (W): 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 9  12  15  18     Workstation Width (W) - 36  48  60  72  84  96
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02. *2 shelves required for full width run

Step 3 Select the shelf material:  This should be in your submittal drawings or Caseline file.

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Metal - M     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L    
 Brackets & Rear Lip Only, No Shelf - X

Step 4
Select the shelf front containment option:
*Note: Each shelf comes with a rear retainer

Triple Rail - T     Double Rail - D     Single Rail - S     None - N 

Step 5 Select the shelf bracket: 

Book End - B     Angled Bracket - A

Step 6 Select the upright type:  *For the Summit Series®, you must select the letter X.

Summit Series® - X

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Shelving
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The manifolds on this pages are designed to be used for the Summit Series® Workstations.  For customization of services and for the latest service 
template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold 
PM20SMXXG0 + W + CORD LENGTH
•  Three duplexes                                 

W (Use Workstation Width)

Manifold 
PM21SMXXG0 + W + CORD LENGTH                                                  
•  Four duplexes

W (Use Workstation Width)

Manifold 
PM22SMXXG0 + W + CORD LENGTH                                                
•  Three duplexes and one data  

W (Use Workstation Width)

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Manifolds

Power Manifolds Model # Template

Power Manifold (For use with URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +     
Configuration ___ ___ + Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ 

Outlet Color ___ + Plug End Type __ +
Workstation Width ___  ___ + Cord Length  ___ ___                                                                     

= 14 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a power manifold

Power Manifold - PM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(3) NEMA 5-20 outlets on front only - 20                                                      
(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets on front only- 21                     
(3) NEMA 5-20 outlets and (1) 3-port data 
outlet on front only - 22
Custom Applications- Consult with Project 
Manager first - 99     

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Summit Series Upright - SMXX                                                                               

Step 4 Select the outlet color

Gray - G
White- W
Ivory/Beige - V

Step 5 Select the plug end type

Straight blade- 0                                     
Twistloc- 1

Step 6 Select the workstation width

36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96

Step 7 Select the cord length

1' Cord Length - 01
2' Cord Length - 02
3' Cord Length - 03
4' Cord Length - 04
5' Cord Length - 05
6' Cord Length - 06
7' Cord Length - 07
8' Cord Length - 08
9' Cord Length - 09
10' Cord Length - 10
15' Cord Length - 15

Note:  Manifold width equal to half the table width due to intermediate 
upright.
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CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing hose requirements. To order the hose for your fixtures, you must "build your own" six 
character model number.  White is the color used if a service is needed that is not listed below.  Options not listed are considered custom.  

Plumbing Hose Model # Template

Plumbing Hoses ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___ + Length ___  
= 6 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "H" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing hose

Plumbing Hose - PH    

Step 2 Select the type of configuration you need for your hose

Male quick connect on one end and Female on the other end - 2                                                                                                    

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the hose length

1-Foot hose - A                                                                                                                    
2-Foot hose - B                                                                                                         
3-Foot hose - C                                                                                                                      
4-Foot hose - D                                                                                                     
5-Foot hose - E                                                                                                   
6-Foot hose - F                                                                                                    
7-Foot hose - G                                                                                                 
8-Foot hose - H                                                                                                         
9-Foot hose - I                                                                                                      
10-Foot hose - J

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Plumbing Hoses
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Plumbing Valve Model # Template

Plumbing Valves ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___  + Product/Finish ___                
+ Type ___ + Valve Position ___  = 8 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "V" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing valve

Plumbing Valve - PV

Step 2 Select the plumbing valve

Summit Upright, Single Valve- 2                                                                         

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the product/finish

Standard/Chrome - A                                                                                                        
ColorTech/White - B                                                                                              
ColorTech/Gray - C                                                                                                    
ColorTech/Tan - D                                                                                          
ColorTech/Polished Chrome with clear epoxy - E                                                                      
ColorTech/Satin Nickel with clear epoxy - F                                                                                            
ColorTech/Satin Chrome with epoxy - G                                                         

Step 5 Select the type of valve

Ball valve - 0                                                                                           
Needle valve - 1  
Fine Control Needle Valve - 2

Step 6 Select the valve position

All positions - X

CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing valve requirements. To order the plumbing valves, you must "build your own" seven 
character model number.   Ordering the valve includes the internal plumbing and quick connect at the top of the upright. 

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Plumbing Valves
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Metal Modesty Panel 
MPXXSMP3 + Workstation Width
MPXXSMA3 + Workstation Width             

Front Accent Rail - Wood 
ARX1SMP3 + Workstation Width
ARX1SMA3 + Workstation Width

Backsplash 
BSXXSMP3 + Workstation Width
BSXXSMA3 + Workstation Width

 

Back Crosstube Cover 
CCXXSMP3 + Workstation Width
CCXXSMA3 + Workstation Width

Front Accent Rail - Laminate 
ARX2SMP3 + Workstation Width
ARX2SMA3 + Workstation Width

Motor Wire Management Kit For Electric 
Workstations 
TWM1 
•  You must order this kit when you don't  
    order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface  
    with your workstation.  The kit includes        
     table wire mounts for electric tables of   
     all sizes and models, zip ties, bases,   
     screws and switch screws. 

Aesthetics Wire Management Package 
For Electric Workstations
TWM2
•  This kit is an aesthetics kit designed for  
    cord management and used for mounting  
    lights, hoses and manifold feeds. Kit  
    includes zip ties, bases and screws.          

Most of the accessories on this pages are designed to be ordered in conjunction with the workstation they are installed on. The 5th through the 8th 
character in the model numbers below designate the flexible workstation system. 

SMP3 - Electric Summit Series®           
SMA3 - Manual Summit Series®           

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Workstation Accents
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Task Light  
TL11XXXX17
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 
TL11XXXX31 
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 

•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf
•  The power supply is a molded straight   
    plug with black cord
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  60 watt power supply
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                        

Task Light with Jumper Cord 
TL12XXXX17 
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material 
    types and jumper cord 
TL12XXXX31  
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material 
    types and jumper cord 

 
•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf 
•  No power supply is included
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  8-inch and 30-inch jumper cord to
    interconnect lights between shelves
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                                            

The task light is designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  This clear anodized aluminum task light with grey end caps and 
low-profile can be ordered for individual use or with jumper cords for connection together.  Its energy-efficient LED technology and infinite dimming 
capability keeps your energy costs down.  When interconnecting the fixtures, the accumulated system wattage must never exceed the total wattage of 
the power supply.  To interconnect the fixtures, you must order a "task light" model number and a "task light with jumper cord" model number.  They are 
"starter" and "adder" systems and only the task light model number includes a power supply. Certification for the lights include UL and cUL.

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Task Light
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The accessories on this pages are designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  Unless otherwise noted below, these 
accessories are designed to mount to the uprights using specialty brackets based on the type of upright selected.  For the Summit Series® I 
workstations, the accessories mount to the horizontal cross brace in lieu of the uprights.

CPU Holder
CPU02 - Mounts under all work surfaces* (shown above) 
•  Summit Series® uses the CPU02 only 
•  CPU provided by others and is not included                          

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic  
Flat Screen Monitor Arm 
PFSMAC - Use with Summit Series®         

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad 
PKBAAC - Use with Summit Series®         

Under Work Surface Keyboard Tray  
and Mouse Pad 
UWKTM - Mounts under all work surfaces   

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Computer Accessories
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Workstations that are ordered with an apparatus rod are considered custom fabrication (drawings and design placement will be needed).  The 3/4-inch 
apparatus rods and components on this page are manufactured by WaterSaver Faucet Company and can be pieced together to form an apparatus rod 
assembly.  

Vertical Rod with Tapered End 
AAVR + H
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number 

H 39  46

Horizontal Crossbar 
AAHR + W
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number

W 24  36

Adjustable Clamp 
AAACXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Surface Mounting 
AABSXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Recess Mounting 
AABRXX
•  Aluminum

SUMMIT SERIES ® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Summit Series® - Apparatus Rods
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ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES
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ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES

ASCENT™ 

Features and Benefits:
The ASCENT™ frame is designed to meet the flexible and adaptable workstation requirements with vertical service distribution.  The stationary full-height 
vertical uprights allow the work surface to adjust manually and independently from the upright-mounted shelving and accessories.  Height adjustment is 
accomplished by removing the bolts that secure the top frame to the uprights, repositioning it to the desired height and securing the bolts.  The slotted 
uprights are integral to the ASCENT™ Series frame and act as a service chase for electrical, data and plumbed services.  The left side facing upright is 
designed to accommodate services for quick and easy attachment to overhead service connections.  The right side facing upright contains wiring from 
the duplex outlet contained in the lower leg and the built in horizontal power manifold, terminating with a plug at the top of the unit.  To order your work 
surface, shelving, fixtures and more, refer to the end of the ASCENT™ section.  For suspended and mobile casework options, refer to the casework section.  
A variety of optional accessories are shown on the concept drawing below.

Note: If you will be configuring tables back to back that require gas and electrical services, please contact a factory representative to help with ordering 
services in the correct orientation. 
 
 

 
 
Shelves are available in plastic laminate, 
painted metal, phenolic resin*, epoxy 
resin, and wood and adjustable in 
1-inch increments 
 
Optional shelf retainer lips are available 
in, single rail*, double rail and  
triple rail 
 
Accessories include apparatus bars, 
pneumatic height-adjustable flat screen 
monitor arms* and keyboard trays*

Horizontal utility manifolds provide for 
electrical requirements*

Mobile casework options available in 
plastic laminate, painted metal* or wood 

Manual* height-adjustable work surface 

Full-height utility uprights serve as a 
chase for utility services   
 
*Option shown on drawing
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ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES

ASCENT™ 

Optional accessories are located at the 
end of this section including: 
 
•    Plumbing services and  
      fixtures for uprights
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms 
•    Transport Cart 
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The ASCENT™ frame is designed for use as a single table or a back-to-back workstation featuring half rounded uprights.  Setting the ASCENT™ 
workstations in a back-to-back set up is done effortlessly using easy to use connectors attaching two workstations at the base and top of the 
uprights. The benefits to this style of back-to-back workstation include the ability to separate the workstations and utilize them side by side or in other 
configurations applicable to your application.  If back-to-back stations are part of a future renovation plan, the additional workstation and connectors 
can be added in the future. The range of height adjustment is in 2-inch increments from 29- to 35-inches (not including the work surface height).  The 
slotted uprights are integral to the frame and provide a utility chase to run services. The right upright is designed to accommodate electrical.  To order 
your work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to the end of this section.  The workstations are shipped in knocked-down form.  The uprights 
ship pre-plumbed and pre-wired.  Refer to our full specifications for details.

Note: If you will be configuring tables back to back that require gas and electrical services, please contact a factory representative to help with ordering 
services in the correct orientation.

The 30- and 36-inch deep ASCENT™ tables are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 
and 30).  In addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 33, 36, 42, 
45, and 48). To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating for a single sided unit is 800 LBS. based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 800 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
ASCENT™ frames are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled and needs to be suspended on the workstation 
at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 

 
Single Sided 30" x 60" 
ASCENT™ Table 
 

Work Surface  

(ordered separately)

SHOWN: ASA3060
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ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES

ASCENT™ 

Frame, Legs And Uprights
ASA + D + W 
• Gas services are standard in the left upright and electrical in the right 

upright.  This can be changed when filling out the services ordering template 
with your project manager.

D 30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96
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ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES

ASCENT™ - Power Manifolds

The manifolds on this page are designed to be used for the ASCENT™ Workstations.  For customization of services and for the latest template, consult 
your CiF Lab Solutions Sales consultant for options.

Power Manifolds Model # Template

Power Manifold (For use with URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +     
Configuration ___ ___ + Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ 

Outlet Color ___ + Plug End Type __ +
Workstation Width ___  ___ + Cord Length  ___ ___                                                                     

= 14 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a power manifold

Power Manifold - PM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("30", "31" or "32")

(3) NEMA 5-20 outlets on front only - 30                                                      
(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets on front only- 31                     
(3) NEMA 5-20 outlets and (1) 3-port data 
outlet on front only - 32
Custom Applications- Consult with Project 
Manager first - 99     

Step 3 Select the type of upright

ASCENT Upright - ASAX                                                                               

Step 4 Select the outlet color

Gray - G
White- W
Ivory/Beige - V

Step 5 Select the plug end type

Straight blade- 0                                     
Twistloc- 1

Step 6 Select the workstation width

36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96

Step 7
Select the cord length (amount above 
upright)

1' Cord Length - 01
2' Cord Length - 02
3' Cord Length - 03
4' Cord Length - 04
5' Cord Length - 05
6' Cord Length - 06
7' Cord Length - 07
8' Cord Length - 08
9' Cord Length - 09
10' Cord Length - 10
15' Cord Length - 15

Manifold 
PM30SMXXG0 + W + CORD LENGTH
•  Three duplexes                                 

W (Use Workstation Width)

Manifold 
PM31SMXXG0 + W + CORD LENGTH
•  Four duplexes                                 

W (Use Workstation Width)

Manifold 
PM32SMXXG0 + W + CORD LENGTH
•  Three duplexes and one data                                

W (Use Workstation Width)
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ASCENT™ - Work Surfaces

This page was designed to help "build" your work surface selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, work surface size, material type, and upright type to equal a "10" character model number.  In addition, 
you must specify the work surface color and edge color/type when applicable.

The model number assembly is equal to one work surface.  You must specify quantity of work surfaces based on each assembly. 

Work Surface Model # Template

ASCENT™ ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Upright Type ___  = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the system your work surface will be used on: 

ASCENT™ - WA     

Step 2 Select the work surface size starting with thickness (T), depth (D) and width (W): 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 30  36     Workstation Width (W) - 48  60  72  84  96
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02.

Step 3 Select the work surface material:  This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline file.

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L  

Step 4 Select the ASCENT™ upright:  

ASCENT™ upright - X
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ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES

ASCENT™ - Shelving

The accessories on this pages are designed to showcase our various shelf options and provide further detail on available selections.  In addition, we 
have included a few material definitions to help you make your selection.

The following shelf and work surface material definitions are from SEFA 3 standards and used with permission. 
 
Epoxy Resin - Epoxy resin tops and sinks are produced from a composite of epoxy resin, silica, inert fillers and organic hardeners. Material is cast and
cured in ovens at elevated temperatures. Material is homogeneous throughout and nonabsorbent.

High Pressure Plastic Laminate - High pressure plastic laminate tops are made from melamine-impregnated surface papers pressed over phenolic-
impregnated kraft paper layers. The back is sanded to facilitate bonding to the top of suitable substrate.

Phenolic - Solid phenolic composite tops are a compression molded composite of a homogeneous core of organic fiber reinforced phenolic and may
contain one or more integrally cured surfaces that are non-porous.

Triple Rail Double Rail

Book End Bracket Angled Bracket

*Note: All shelves include a structural rear retainer lip as shown.

Single Rail
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ASCENT™ - Shelving

This page was designed to help "build" your shelving selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, size of shelf, material type, front retainer, bracket type, upright type and a 12 character model number.  

The model number assembly is equal to one shelf.  Each shelf is half width due to the intermediate upright.  You must specify quantity of shelves 
desired, i.e. two shelves for one full width run of shelving.

Shelving Model # Template

ASCENT™  ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Retainer Lip ___ + Bracket ___ + Upright Type ___  
= 12 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the workstation system your shelf will be used on: 

ASCENT™  - SA     

Step 2 Select the shelf size in order starting with shelf thickness (T), shelf depth (D) and workstation width (W): 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 9  12  15  18     Workstation Width (W) - 36  48  60  72  84  96
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02. *2 shelves required for full width run

Step 3 Select the shelf material:  This should be in your submittal drawings or Caseline file.

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Metal - M     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L    
 Brackets & Rear Lip Only, No Shelf - X

Step 4
Select the shelf front containment option:
*Note: Each shelf comes with a rear retainer

Triple Rail - T     Double Rail - D     Single Rail - S     None - N 

Step 5 Select the shelf bracket: 

Book End - B     Angled Bracket - A

Step 6 Select the upright type:  *For ASCENT™ , you must select the letter X.

ASCENT™  - X
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CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing hose requirements. To order the hose for your fixtures, you must "build your own" six 
character model number.  White is the color used if a service is needed that is not listed below.  Options not listed are considered custom.  

Plumbing Hose Model # Template

Plumbing Hoses ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___ + Length ___  
= 6 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "H" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing hose

Plumbing Hose - PH    

Step 2 Select the type of configuration you need for your hose

Male quick connect on one end and Female on the other end - 2                                                                                                    

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the hose length

1-Foot hose - A                                                                                                                    
2-Foot hose - B                                                                                                         
3-Foot hose - C                                                                                                                      
4-Foot hose - D                                                                                                     
5-Foot hose - E                                                                                                   
6-Foot hose - F                                                                                                    
7-Foot hose - G                                                                                                 
8-Foot hose - H                                                                                                         
9-Foot hose - I                                                                                                      
10-Foot hose - J

ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES

ASCENT™ - Plumbing Hoses
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ASCENT™ - Plumbing Valves

Plumbing Valve Model # Template

Plumbing Valves ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___  + Product/Finish ___                
+ Type ___ + Valve Position ___  = 8 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "V" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing valve

Plumbing Valve - PV

Step 2 Select the plumbing valve

ASCENT Upright, Single Valve- 2
ASCENT Upright, Dual Valve- 3                                                                           

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the product/finish

Standard/Chrome - A                                                                                                        
ColorTech/White - B                                                                                              
ColorTech/Gray - C                                                                                                    
ColorTech/Tan - D                                                                                          
ColorTech/Polished Chrome with clear epoxy - E                                                                      
ColorTech/Satin Nickel with clear epoxy - F                                                                                            
ColorTech/Satin Chrome with epoxy - G                                                         

Step 5 Select the type of valve

Ball valve - 0                                                                                           
Needle valve - 1  
Fine Control Needle Valve - 2

Step 6 Select valve position

TOP position on upright - A
CENTER position on upright - B
BOTTOM position on upright - C

CiF Lab Solutions' offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing valve requirements. To order the plumbing valves, you must "build your own" seven 
character model number.   Ordering the valve includes the internal plumbing and quick connect at the top of the upright.  Please note, there is a two services 
per upright maximum.  By default, one service will go in the center position and two services will go in top and bottom positions.
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ASCENT™ - Task Light

Task Light  
TL11XXXX17
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 
TL11XXXX31 
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 

•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf
•  The power supply is a molded straight   
    plug with black cord
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  60 watt power supply
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                        

Task Light with Jumper Cord 
TL12XXXX17 
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 
TL12XXXX31  
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord

•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf 
•  No power supply is included
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  8-inch and 30-inch jumper cord to
    interconnect lights  
    between shelves
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                                            

The task light is designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  This clear anodized aluminum task light with grey end caps and 
low-profile can be ordered for individual use or with jumper cords for connection together.  Its energy-efficient LED technology and infinite dimming 
capability keeps your energy costs down.  When interconnecting the fixtures, the accumulated system wattage must never exceed the total wattage of 
the power supply.  To interconnect the fixtures, you must order a "task light" model number and a "task light with jumper cord" model number.  They are 
"starter" and "adder" systems and only the task light model number includes a power supply. Certification for the lights include UL and cUL.
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ASCENT™ - Computer Accessories

The accessories on this pages are designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  Unless otherwise noted below, these 
accessories are designed to mount to the uprights using specialty brackets based on the type of upright selected.  For the ASCENT™  tables, the 
accessories mount to the horizontal cross brace in lieu of the uprights.

CPU Holder
CPU02 - Mounts under all work surfaces* (shown above) 
•  ASCENT™ uses the CPU02 only 
•  CPU provided by others and is not included                          

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic  
Flat Screen Monitor Arm 
PFSMAC - Use with ASCENT™         

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad 
PKBAAC - Use with ASCENT™           

Under Work Surface Keyboard Tray  
and Mouse Pad 
UWKTM - Mounts under all work surfaces   
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ASCENT™ FLEXIBLE TABLES

ASCENT™ - Apparatus Rods

Workstations that are ordered with an apparatus rod are considered custom fabrication (drawings and design placement will be needed).  The 3/4-inch 
apparatus rods and components on this page are manufactured by WaterSaver Faucet Company and can be pieced together to form an apparatus rod 
assembly.  

Vertical Rod with Tapered End 
AAVR + H
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number 

H 39  46

Horizontal Crossbar 
AAHR + W
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number

W 24  36

Adjustable Clamp 
AAACXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Surface Mounting 
AABSXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Recess Mounting 
AABRXX
•  Aluminum
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PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Pinnacle Series®
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Features and Benefits:
The Pinnacle Series® frames are designed to maximize your lab capabilities with horizontal service distribution.  These workstations are used in 
conjunction with overhead service distribution systems (Wing® and Skycap®) keeping water, gas, power, vacuum, data and communication all within 
easy reach.  Using horizontal table manifolds in conjunction with horizontal overhead service distribution systems gives you "plug and play" flexibility. 
For electric height-adjustable workstations, a quiet 24-volt linear actuator drive system is used. 

The uprights are deck-mounted and move in unison with the work surface which is electric height-adjustable with the push of a button. This 
workstation system has three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- 
or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted oval post design adjustable in 1-inch 
increments. Accessories and brackets will vary based on your upright selection.  To order your uprights, manifolds, services, work surface, shelving, 
fixtures, and more, refer to the end of this section.  For suspended and mobile casework options, refer to the casework sections.   If you do not order a 
CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this section. 
 
 
Shelf brackets are available as angle*  
or book-end style

Shelves are available in plastic laminate, 
painted metal, phenolic resin, epoxy 
resin, and wood* and adjustable 
in 1-inch increments or infinitely 
adjustable 
 
Optional shelf retainer lips are available 
in metal cut-out, single rail and  
triple rail* 
 
Transport carts are available to move 
electric-height adjustable workstations 
with leveler glides to a new location

Horizontal gas and electric manifolds*

Electric* and manual height-adjustable 
work surface options
 

Available with leveler glides*, swivel 
casters or leveling style casters

Work surface material options include 
phenolic resin, thermally fused, metal, 
epoxy resin, wood, and plastic laminate*

*Option shown on drawing

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Electric Height-Adjustable
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive electric workstation, Pinnacle Series®, offers height-adjustment to the user by the push of a button (workstation power requirement is 
110v).  The motor's power cord is 10-feet and shipped with a straight-blade plug. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 43-inches (not including the 
work surface height).  To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model number together. The foot set model number is based on 
the workstation's depth and is specific to the electric height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted 
oval post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright.  To 
order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.  If you do not order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire 
management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leveler glides is 1200 LBS. and based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Electric Pinnacle Series® Frame with Leveler Glides

MODEL#: PBHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Leveler Glides
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SHOWN: PBHL3060FA30K

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Electric With Leveler Glides
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive electric workstation, Pinnacle Series®, offers height-adjustment to the user by the push of a button (workstation power requirement is 
110v).  The motor's power cord is 10-feet and shipped with a straight-blade plug. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 43-inches (not including the 
work surface height).  To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model number together. The foot set model number is based on 
the workstation's depth and is specific to the electric height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted 
oval post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright.  To 
order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.  If you do not order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire 
management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with swivel casters is 1200 LBS. and based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Electric Pinnacle Series® Frame with Swivel Casters

MODEL#: PBHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Swivel Casters
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SHOWN: PBHL3060FD30K

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Electric With Swivel Casters
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive electric workstation, Pinnacle Series®, offers height-adjustment to the user by the push of a button (workstation power requirement is 
110v).  The motor's power cord is 10-feet and shipped with a straight-blade plug. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 43-inches (not including the 
work surface height).  To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model number together. The foot set model number is based on 
the workstation's depth and is specific to the electric height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted 
oval post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches,the uprights will include a center upright.  To 
order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.  If you do not order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire 
management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with medium duty leveling casters is 600 LBS. and based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work 
surface, shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 600 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Electric Pinnacle Series® Frame with Medium Duty Leveling Casters

MODEL#: PBHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Medium Duty Leveling Casters
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SHOWN: PBHL3060FC30K

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Electric With MD Leveling Casters
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The dual-drive electric workstation, Pinnacle Series®, offers height-adjustment to the user by the push of a button (workstation power requirement is 
110v).  The motor's power cord is 10-feet and shipped with a straight-blade plug. The range of height adjustment is 27- to 48-inches (not including the 
work surface height).  To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model number together. The foot set model number is based on 
the workstation's depth and is specific to the electric height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted 
oval post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright.  To 
order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.  If you do not order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire 
management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with heavy duty leveling casters is 1200 LBS. and based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work 
surface, shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination.
Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 

Electric Pinnacle Series® Frame with Heavy Duty Leveling Casters

MODEL#: PBHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Heavy Duty Leveling Casters

 
WORKSTATION 

DEPTH

FOOT SET  
W/HD LEVELING 

CASTERS 
MODEL #

24 FB24K

30 FB30K

36 FB36K
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SHOWN: PBHL3060FB30K

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Electric With HD Leveling Casters
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Features and Benefits:
The Pinnacle Series® frames are designed to maximize your lab capabilities when used in conjunction with horizontal overhead service distribution 
systems (Wing® and Skycap®) by keeping water, gases, power, vacuum, data and communication all within easy reach.  Using the horizontal table 
manifolds in conjunction with horizontal overhead service distribution systems gives you "plug and play" flexibility. 

The uprights are deck-mounted and move in unison with the work surface which is manually height-adjustable using a hand-retractable plunger 
system. This workstation system has three available upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights) and steel 
slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted oval post design 
adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, order the uprights that include a center upright. Accessories 
and brackets will vary based on your upright selection.  To order your uprights, manifolds, services, work surface, shelving, fixtures, and more, refer to 
the end of this section.  If you do not order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface, you must order the wire management kit (TMW1) found at the end of this 
section.  For suspended and mobile casework options, refer to the casework sections. 

 
Shelf brackets are available as angle*  
or book-end style
                                                                               
Shelves are available in plastic laminate, 
painted metal, phenolic resin*, epoxy 
resin, and wood and adjustable in 1-inch 
increments or infinitely adjustable 
 

 
Optional shelf retainer lips are available 
in metal cut-out, single rail, triple rail, 
and a no rail option*                                  

Electric and manual* height-adjustable 
work surface options 

Available with leveler glides, swivel 
casters or leveling style casters*

Work surface material options include 
phenolic resin*, thermally fused, metal, 
epoxy resin, wood, and plastic laminate

Transport carts are available to assist 
in changing work surface heights on 
manual tables and to relocate tables on 
glides.
Horizontal gas and electric manifolds*

*Option shown on drawing

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Manual Height-Adjustable
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The manual, Pinnacle Series®, offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system.  The range of height 
adjustment is 27- to 43-inches (not including the work surface height). To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model 
number together. The foot set model number is based on the workstation's depth and is specific to the manual height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted oval 
post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright.  To order 
your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leveler glides is 1200 LBS., based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Pinnacle Series® Frame with Leveler Glides

MODEL#: AFHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Leveler Glides

WORKSTATION 
DEPTH

FOOT SET 
W/GLIDES 
MODEL #

24 FA24E

30 FA30E

36 FA36E
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SHOWN: AFHL3060FA30E

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Manual With Leveler Glides
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The manual, Pinnacle Series®, offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system.  The range of height 
adjustment is 27- to 43-inches (not including the work surface height). To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model 
number together. The foot set model number is based on the workstation's depth and is specific to the manual height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted oval 
post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright.  To order 
your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with swivel casters is 1200 LBS., based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination. 

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Pinnacle Series® Frame with Swivel Casters

MODEL#: AFHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Swivel Casters

WORKSTATION 
DEPTH

FOOT SET  
W/SWIVEL  
CASTERS 
MODEL #

24 FD24E

30 FD30E

36 FD36E
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SHOWN: AFHL3060FD30E

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Manual With Swivel Casters
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The manual, Pinnacle Series®, offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system.  The range of height 
adjustment is 27- to 43-inches (not including the work surface height). To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model 
number together. The foot set model number is based on the workstation's depth and is specific to the manual height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted oval 
post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright.  To order 
your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with medium duty leveling casters is 600 LBS., based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, 
shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 600 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Pinnacle Series® Frame with Medium Duty Leveling Casters

MODEL#: AFHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Medium Duty Leveling Casters
 

WORKSTATION 
DEPTH

FOOT SET  
W/MD LEVELING 

CASTERS 
MODEL #

24 FC24E

30 FC30E

36 FC36E
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SHOWN: AFHL3060FC30E

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Manual With MD Leveling Casters
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The manual, Pinnacle Series®, offers manual height-adjustment of the work surface by a hand-retractable plunger system.  The range of height 
adjustment is 27- to 43-inches (not including the work surface height). To order this workstation, you must order the frame and the foot set model 
number together. The foot set model number is based on the workstation's depth and is specific to the manual height-adjustable frame.  
 
Uprights are ordered separately from the frame and available in three upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height 
uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments, and surface mounted utility uprights with slotted oval 
post design adjustable in 1-inch increments. When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright.  To order 
your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep frame is capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 18D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30), but can't 
be used with mobile cabinets. The 30- and 36-inch deep frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable 
Width Range: 18,  24 and 30) and work with mobile cabinets with the nominal sizes of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 
33, 36, 42, 45, and 48). Refer to our full specifications for details.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with heavy duty leveling casters is 1200 LBS., based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, 
shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 1200 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Pinnacle Series® workstations are shipped with everything from the work surface down attached to the workstation; excludes suspended casework. 
Uprights and other accessory items used above the work surface are shipped on a pallet knocked down. Suspended casework is shipped assembled 
and needs to be suspended on the workstation at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Manual Pinnacle Series® Frame with Heavy Duty Leveling Casters

MODEL#: AFHL + D + W + Foot Set Model Number with Heavy Duty Leveling Casters

 
WORKSTATION 
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MODEL #
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SHOWN: AFHL3060FB30E

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

D 24  30  36

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Manual With HD Leveling Casters
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These uprights are designed to be used with the Pinnacle Series® workstations.  This system has three available upright options including aluminum 
infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch high uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch high uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments and surface 
mounted oval post design (48-inch high uprights).   Please note:  If your workstation only needs uprights on half of the surface, please divide your total 
workstation width in half and use the calculated answer for your width.  

Aluminum Uprights 
URA1 + H + W 
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with infinitely adjustable  
    shelving 

H 36  42

W
30  36  42  48  60  72  
84  96

Steel Slotted Uprights
URS1 + H + W  
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with adjustable shelving  
    (nominal 1-inch)        

H 36  48

W
30  36  42  48  60  72  
84  96

Surface Mounted Utility Uprights 
With Oval Post Design
URB1 + H + W  
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with adjustable shelving  
    (nominal 1-inch)        
•  Each upright allows for three gas  
    fixtures   

H 48

W 48  60  72  84  96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Uprights
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We designed this page to help "build" your work surface selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, work surface size, material type, and upright type to equal a "10" character model number.  In addition, 
you must specify the work surface color and edge color/type when applicable.

The model number assembly is equal to one work surface.  You must specify quantity of work surfaces based on each assembly. 

Work Surface Model # Template

Pinnacle Series® ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Upright Type ___  = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the system your work surface will be used on: 

Pinnacle Series® - WP     

Step 2 Select the work surface size starting with thickness (T), depth (D) and width (W): 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 24  30  36     Workstation Width (W) - 48  60  72  84  96
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02.

Step 3 Select the work surface material:  This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline file 

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L  

Step 4 Select the upright option:  

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable (URA) - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable (URS) - S     Utility Slotted Upright - B
No Uprights - N

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Work Surfaces
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The accessories on this pages are designed to showcase our various shelf options and provide further detail on available selections.  In addition, we 
have included a few material definitions to help you make your selection.

The following shelf and work surface material definitions are from SEFA 3 standards and used with permission. 
 
Epoxy Resin - Epoxy resin tops and sinks are produced from a composite of epoxy resin, silica, inert fillers and organic hardeners. Material is cast and
cured in ovens at elevated temperatures. Material is homogeneous throughout and nonabsorbent.

High Pressure Plastic Laminate - High pressure plastic laminate tops are made from melamine-impregnated surface papers pressed over phenolic-
impregnated kraft paper layers. The back is sanded to facilitate bonding to the top of suitable substrate.

Phenolic - Solid phenolic composite tops are a compression molded composite of a homogeneous core of organic fiber reinforced phenolic and may
contain one or more integrally cured surfaces that are non-porous.

Triple Rail Double Rail

Book End Bracket Angled Bracket

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Shelving

*Note: All shelves include a structural rear retainer lip as shown.

Single Rail
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We designed this page to help "build" your shelving selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, size of shelf, material type, front retainer, bracket type and upright type to equal a "12" character model 
number.  

The model number assembly is equal to one shelf.  Each shelf is half width due to the intermediate upright on tables great than 48 inches wide.  You 
must specify the quantity of shelves, i.e. two shelves for one full width run of shelving.  

Shelving Model # Template

Pinnacle Series® ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Retainer Lip ___ + Bracket ___ + Upright Type ___  
= 12 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the workstation system your shelf will be used on: 

Pinnacle Series® - SU    

Step 2 Select the shelf size in order starting with shelf thickness (T), shelf depth (D) and workstation width (W): 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 12  15     Workstation Width (W) - 36  42  48  60  72  84  96
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02.
*Two shelves required for full width run

Step 3 Select the shelf material:   This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline file

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Metal - M     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L      Brackets and Hardware Only - X

Step 4
Select the shelf front containment option:
*Each shelf comes with a rear retainer

Triple Rail - T     Double Rail - D     Single Rail - S     None - N

Step 5 Select the shelf bracket:  System uses a stepped down bracket design

Book End - B     Angled Bracket - A

Step 6 Select the upright type:  

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable (URA) - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable (URS) - S     Utility Slotted Upright - X     

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Shelving
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The standard power manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the Pinnacle Series® Workstations.  We have a few additional options 
available which you obtain by "building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the 
latest service template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM00URA10 + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) on back                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM01URA10  + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front , (1) on back, and (1) 3-port data harness                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                                                                                           
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM02URA11 + W
•  Power manifold with (1) NEMA L6-20 outlet                                                                                                                              
•  Outlet will be gray and commercial grade                                                                               
•  Cord will be 15-ft with twistloc plug                                                                                                                       

Power Manifolds Model # Template

Power Manifold (For URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ +                                                                                                 
Plug End Type ___ + Workstation Width ___  ___ +                                                                       

= 11 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a power manifold

Power Manifold - PM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) 
on front and (1) on back - 00                                                      
(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) 
on back and (1) 3-port data harness - 01                     
(1) NEMA L6-20 outlet - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select the plug end type

NEMA 5-20 Straight blade- 0                                     
NEMA L5-20 Twistloc- 1

Step 5 Select the workstation width

30, 36, 42, 48, 60, 72, 84, or 96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Power Manifolds
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The manifolds on this pages are designed to be used for the Pinnacle Series® Workstations.  For customization of services and for the latest service 
template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold 
PM20SMXX0 + W
•  Three duplexes                                 

W (Use Workstation Width)

Manifold 
PM22URB1+ W                                                  
•  Three duplexes and one data

W (Use Workstation Width)

Manifold 
PM21URB1 + W                                                
•  Four duplexes  

W (Use Workstation Width)

Power Manifolds Model # Template

Power Manifold (For use with URB1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ +                                                                                                 
Plug End Type ___ + Workstation Width ___  ___ +                                                                       

= 11 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a power manifold

Power Manifold - PM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("20", "21" or "22")

(3) NEMA 5-20 outlets on front only - 20                                                      
(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets on front only - 21                     
(3) NEMA 5-20 outlets and (1) 3-port data 
outlet on front only - 22    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Utility Uprights - URB1                                                                          

Step 4 Select the plug end type

Straight blade- 0                                     
Twistloc- 1

Step 5 Select the workstation width

30, 36, 42, 48, 60, 72, 84, or 96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Power Manifolds
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The standard gas manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the Pinnacle Series® Workstations.  We have a few additional options available 
which you obtain by "building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the latest 
service template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM00URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (1) fixture cutout                                                                                                                        
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                          

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM01URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (2) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM02URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (3) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                     

Gas Manifolds Model # Template

Gas Manifold Power Manifold (For URS1 & URA1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ + Workstation Width ___ ___                                                                                                                                              
           = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "G" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a gas manifold

Gas Manifold - GM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(1) Fixture cutout - 00                                                      
(2) Fixture cutouts - 01                                        
(3) Fixture cutouts - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select your workstation width

30, 36, 42, 48, 60, 72, 84, or 96

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Gas Manifolds
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CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing hose requirements. To order the hose for your fixtures, you must "build your own" six 
character model number.  White is the color used if a service is needed that is not listed below.  Options not listed are considered custom.  

Plumbing Hose Model # Template

Plumbing Hoses ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___ + Length ___  
= 6 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "H" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing hose

Plumbing Hose - PH    

Step 2 Select the type of configuration you need for your hose

3/8" FNPT and male quick connect - 1                                                                                                    

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the hose length

1-Foot hose - A                                                                                                                    
2-Foot hose - B                                                                                                         
3-Foot hose - C                                                                                                                      
4-Foot hose - D                                                                                                     
5-Foot hose - E                                                                                                   
6-Foot hose - F                                                                                                    
7-Foot hose - G                                                                                                 
8-Foot hose - H                                                                                                         
9-Foot hose - I                                                                                                      
10-Foot hose - J

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Plumbing Hoses
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Plumbing Valve Model # Template

Plumbing Valves ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___  + Product/Finish ___                
+ Type ___  = 7 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "V" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing valve

Plumbing Valve - PV

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you are using with the plumbing 
valve

Plumbing Manifold - 1      

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the product/finish

Standard/Chrome - A                                                                                                        
ColorTech/White - B                                                                                              
ColorTech/Gray - C                                                                                                    
ColorTech/Tan - D                                                                                          
ColorTech/Polished Chrome with clear epoxy - E                                                                      
ColorTech/Satin Nickel with clear epoxy - F                                                                                            
ColorTech/Satin Chrome with epoxy - G                                                         

Step 5 Select the type of valve

Ball valve - 0                                                                                           
Needle valve - 1  
Fine Control Needle - 2

CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing valve requirements. To order the plumbing valves, you must "build your own" seven 
character model number.   

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Metal Modesty Panel 
Available as a custom option only  

Front Accent Rail - Wood 
ARX1PBHL + Workstation Width
ARX1AFHL + Workstation Width         

Backsplash- Painted Metal 
BSXXPBHL + Workstation Width
BSXXAFHL + Workstation Width         
 

Back Crosstube Cover 
CCXXPBHL + Workstation Width
CCXXAFHL + Workstation Width         

Front Accent Rail - Laminate 
ARX2PBHL + Workstation Width
ARX2AFHL + Workstation Width         

Motor Wire Management Kit For Electric 
Workstations 
TWM1 
•  You must order this kit when you don't  
    order a CiF Lab Solutions work surface   
    with your workstation.  The kit includes   
    table wire mounts for electric tables of   
    all sizes and models, zip ties, bases,   
    screws and switch screws.                                            

Aesthetics Wire Management Package 
For Electric Workstations
TWM2
•  This kit is an aesthetics kit designed for  
    cord management and used for mounting  
    lights, hoses and manifold feeds. Kit  
    includes zip ties, bases and screws.         

Most of the accessories on this pages are designed to be ordered in conjunction with the workstation they are installed on. The 5th through the 8th 
character in the model numbers below designate the flexible workstation system. 

PBHL - Electric Pinnacle Series®  
AFHL - Manual Pinnacle Series®   

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES

Pinnacle Series® - Workstation Accents
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Task Light  
TL11XXXX17
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 
TL11XXXX31 
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 

•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf
•  The power supply is a molded straight   
    plug with black cord
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  60 watt power supply
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts    

Task Light with Jumper Cord 
TL12XXXX17
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 
TL12XXXX31  
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 

 
•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf 
•  No power supply is included
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  8-inch and 30-inch jumper cord to
    interconnect lights between shelves
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts    

The task light is designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  This clear anodized aluminum task light with grey end caps and 
low-profile can be ordered for individual use or with jumper cords for connection together.  Its energy-efficient LED technology and infinite dimming 
capability keeps your energy costs down.  When interconnecting the fixtures, the accumulated system wattage must never exceed the total wattage of 
the power supply.  To interconnect the fixtures, you must order a "task light" model number and a "task light with jumper cord" model number.  They are 
"starter" and "adder" systems and only the task light model number includes a power supply. Certification for the lights include UL and cUL.

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES
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The accessories on this pages are designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  Unless otherwise noted below, these 
accessories are designed to mount to the uprights using specialty brackets based on the type of upright selected. 

CPU Holder
CPU02 - Mounts under all work surfaces* (shown above) 
•  CPU provided by others and is not included                           

Fixed-Height Flat Screen Display Arm  
FPDAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
FPDAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic  
Flat Screen Monitor Arm 
PFSMAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PFSMAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Fixed-Height Articulating Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad  
KBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
KBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad 
PKBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PKBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Under Work Surface Keyboard Tray  
and Mouse Pad 
UWKTM - Mounts under all work surfaces   

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Workstations that are ordered with an apparatus rod are considered custom fabrication (drawings and design placement will be needed).  The 3/4-inch 
apparatus rods and components on this page are manufactured by WaterSaver Faucet Company and can be pieced together to form an apparatus rod 
assembly

Vertical Rod with Tapered End 
AAVR + H
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number 

H 39  46

Horizontal Crossbar 
AAHR + W
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number

W 24  36

Adjustable Clamp 
AAACXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Surface Mounting 
AABSXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Recess Mounting 
AABRXX
•  Aluminum

PINNACLE SERIES® FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Features and Benefits: 
The Tech Center is available as a fixed height workstation or with optional leg extensions that allow for 8-inches of height adjustment.  The leg 
extensions are inserted inside the workstation legs and secured with machine screws.  For increased mobility, order your Tech Center with swivel 
casters. 

Tech Center uprights are deck-mounted and available as aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights), or steel slotted adjustable (36- or 
48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments.  When ordering workstations with a width over 48-inches, the uprights will include a center upright. 

Because you may have special applications and requirements, we offer several optional accessories, including electric and plumbing manifolds, flat-
screen monitor arms, CPU holders and more.  To order your accessories, refer to the end of this section. 

 
 
 
Shelf brackets are available as angle 
or book-end* style

Shelves are available in plastic laminate, 
painted metal*, phenolic resin, epoxy 
resin, and wood and adjustable in 1-inch 
increments or infinitely adjustable 
 
Optional shelf retainer lips are 
available in metal cut-out*, single rail,               
and triple rail 
 
Available with leveler glides, swivel 
casters or leg extensions with leveler 
glides*

*Option shown on drawing

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The Tech Center workstation is designed with simplicity and versatility in mind. The Tech Center shown on this page is with leveler glides, however, 
Tech Center model numbers with swivel casters or leg extensions and leveler glides are also available. 
 
Tech Center uprights are deck-mounted and available as aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights) or steel slotted adjustable (36- or 
48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments.  To order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep Tech Center workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal depth of 18-inches.  The 30- and 36-inch deep Tech 
Center workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, 
mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  To order 
suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leveler glides is 1000 LBS., based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, 
accessories, and suspended casework from the 1000 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Tech Center workstations are shipped knocked down on a pallet. Suspended casework is shipped assembled and needs to be suspended on the Tech 
Center at final destination.
Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
 
Tech Center Workstation 
with Leveler Glides: 
 
MODEL#:  TCLL + H + D + W 

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

H 30  36 

D 24  30  36  

W 36  48  60  72  84  96 
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The Tech Center workstation is designed with simplicity and versatility in mind.  The Tech Center model number on this page is with swivel casters, 
however, Tech Center model numbers with leveler glides or leg extensions and leveler glides are also available.  
 
Tech Center uprights are deck-mounted and available as aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights) or steel slotted adjustable (36- or 
48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments.  To order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep Tech Center workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal depth of 18-inches.  The 30- and 36-inch deep Tech 
Center workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, 
mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  To order 
suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with casters is 600 LBS., based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work surface, shelves, accessories, 
and suspended casework from the 600 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Tech Center workstations are shipped knocked down on a pallet. Suspended casework is shipped assembled and needs to be suspended on the Tech 
Center at final destination. 

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 

Tech Center Workstation 
with Swivel Casters: 
 
MODEL#:  TCLC + H + D + W 

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
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Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

H 30  36 
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Tech Center - With Leg Extensions And Leveler Glides

Product Description and Characteristics:
The Tech Center workstation is designed with simplicity and versatility in mind. Tech Center's are available with standard leveler glides, swivel casters 
or leg extensions with leveler glides. The Tech Center model number on this page is available with leg extensions and leveler glides, however, Tech 
Center model numbers with leveler glides or casters are also available.  
 
Tech Center uprights are deck-mounted and available as aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights) or steel slotted adjustable (36- or 
48-inch height uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments   To order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 24-inch deep Tech Center workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal depth of 18-inches.  The 30- and 36-inch deep Tech 
Center workstations are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In addition, 
mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  To order 
suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leg extensions and leveler glides is 1000 LBS., based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work 
surface, shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 1000 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Tech Center workstations are shipped knocked down on a pallet. Suspended casework is shipped assembled and needs to be suspended on the Tech 
Center at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions, Inc. carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial 
completion to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Tech Center Workstation 
with Leg Extensions and 
Leveler Glides: 
 
MODEL#:  TCLE + H + D + W 
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The accessories on this page are designed to be used exclusively on the Tech Center.  The rail and shelf are sold separately. To order your shelf, you must 
"build your own" 11 character model number.

Tech Center Under Counter Shelf Model # Template

Tech Center ___ ___ + Shelf ___ + Shelf Type ___+ Shelf Thickness ___  ___ + Table Depth ___ ___ + 
Table Width ___ ___ + Shelf Material ___  = 11 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "T" and "C" to indicate you are ordering a shelf for the 
Tech Center

Tech Center - TC    

Step 2 Select the type of product - S

Step 3 Select the shelf type

Full depth shelf - F  
Half depth shelf - H          

Step 4 Select the shelf thickness

3/4-inch - 01 
1-inch - 02    

Step 5 Select the table depth (24, 30, 36)

Step 6 Select the table width (36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96)

Step 7
Select the shelf material:  This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline 
file

Phenolic - P
Epoxy - E
Thermofused - T
Laminate - L

Tech Center Rail Kit 
TCSR + Tech Center Width
•  Rail for use with under counter half or  
    full shelves

W 36  48  60  72  84  96

Under Counter Half Shelf 

Under Counter Full Shelf 

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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The uprights are designed to be used with the Tech Center.  This system has three available upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 
42-inch high uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch high uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments and surface mounted oval post design (48-inch 
high uprights).   Please note:  If your workstation only needs uprights on half of the surface, please divide your total workstation width in half and use the 
calculated answer for your width.  

Aluminum Uprights 
URA1 + H + W 
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with infinitely adjustable  
    shelving         

H 36  42

W
30  36  42  48  60  72  
84  96

Steel Slotted Uprights
URS1 + H + W  
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with adjustable shelving  
    (nominal 1-inch)      

H 36  48

W
30  36  42  48  60  72  
84  96

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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We designed this page to help "build" your work surface selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, work surface size, material type, and upright type to equal a "10" character model number.  In addition, 
you must specify the work surface color and edge color/type when applicable.

The model number assembly is equal to one work surface.  You must specify quantity of work surfaces based on each assembly. 

Work Surface Model # Template

Tech Center ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Upright Type ___  = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the system your work surface will be used on: 

Tech Center - WT    

Step 2 Select the work surface size starting with thickness (T), depth (D) and width (W):  

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 24  30  36     Workstation Width (W) - 36  48  60  72  84  96
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02.

Step 3 Select the work surface material:  This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline file

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L  

Step 4 Select the upright option:  

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable (URS) - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable (URS) - S   

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES

Tech Center - Work Surfaces
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The accessories on this pages are designed to showcase our various shelf options and provide further detail on available selections.  In addition, we 
have included a few material definitions to help you make your selection.

The following shelf and work surface material definitions are from SEFA 3 standards and used with permission. 
 
Epoxy Resin - Epoxy resin tops and sinks are produced from a composite of epoxy resin, silica, inert fillers and organic hardeners. Material is cast and
cured in ovens at elevated temperatures. Material is homogeneous throughout and nonabsorbent.

High Pressure Plastic Laminate - High pressure plastic laminate tops are made from melamine-impregnated surface papers pressed over phenolic-
impregnated kraft paper layers. The back is sanded to facilitate bonding to the top of suitable substrate.

Phenolic - Solid phenolic composite tops are a compression molded composite of a homogeneous core of organic fiber reinforced phenolic and may
contain one or more integrally cured surfaces that are non-porous.

Triple Rail Double Rail

Book End Bracket Angled Bracket

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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*Note: All shelves include a structural rear retainer lip as shown.

Single Rail
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We designed this page to help "build" your shelving selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, size of shelf, material type, front retainer, bracket type, upright type and shelf placement to equal a "12" 
character model number.  

The model number assembly is equal to one shelf.  Each shelf is half width due to the intermediate upright.  You must specify quantity of shelves 
desired, i.e. two shelves for one full width run of shelving.

Shelving Model # Template

Tech Center ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Retainer Lip ___ + Bracket ___ + Upright Type ___  
= 12 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the workstation system your shelf will be used on: 

Tech Center - SU    

Step 2 Select the shelf size in order starting with shelf thickness (T), shelf depth (D) and workstation width (W):  

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 12  15     Workstation Width (W) - 36 48  60  72  84  96
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02.

Step 3 Select the shelf material:  This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline file

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Metal - M     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L  Brackets and Hardware Only - X

Step 4 Select the shelf front containment option:

Triple Rail - T     Double Rail - D     Single Rail - S     None - N

Step 5 Select the shelf bracket:  The Tech Center uses a stepped down bracket design

Book End - B     Angled Bracket - A

Step 6 Select the upright type: 

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable (URA) - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable (URS) - S       

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES

Tech Center - Shelving
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The standard power manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the Tech Center Workstations.  We have a few additional options available 
which you obtain by "building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the latest 
service template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM00URA10 + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) on back                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM01URA10 + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front , (1) on back, and (1) 3-port data harness                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                                                                                           
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM02URA11 + W
•  Power manifold with (1) NEMA L6-20 outlet                                                                                                                              
•  Outlet will be gray and commercial grade                                                                               
•  Cord will be 15-ft with twistloc plug                                                                                                                       

Power Manifolds Model # Template

Power Manifold (For use with URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ +                                                                                                 
Plug End Type ___ + Workstation Width ___  ___ +                                                                           

= 11 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a power manifold

Power Manifold - PM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) 
on front and (1) on back - 00                                                      
(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) 
on back and (1) 3-port data harness - 01                     
(1) NEMA L6-20 outlet - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select the plug end type

NEMA 5-20 Straight blade- 0                                     
NEMA L5-20 Twistloc- 1

Step 5 Select the workstation width

30, 36, 42, 48, 60, 72, 84, or 96

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES

Tech Center - Power Manifolds
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The standard gas manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the Tech Center Workstations.  We have a few additional options available which 
you obtain by "building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the latest service 
template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM00URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (1) fixture cutout                                                                                                                        
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                          

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM01URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (2) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM02URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (3) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                     

Gas Manifolds Model # Template

Gas Manifold (For use with URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ + Workstation Width ___ ___                                                                                                                                              
           = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "G" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a gas manifold

Gas Manifold - GM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(1) Fixture cutout - 00                                                      
(2) Fixture cutouts - 01                                        
(3) Fixture cutouts - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select your workstation width

30, 36, 42, 48, 60, 72, 84, or 96

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing hose requirements. To order the hose for your fixtures, you must "build your own" six 
character model number.  White is the color used if a service is needed that is not listed below.  Options not listed are considered custom. 

Plumbing Hose Model # Template

Plumbing Hoses ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___ + Length ___  
= 6 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "H" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing hose

Plumbing Hose - PH    

Step 2 Select the type of configuration you need for your hose

3/8" FNPT and male quick connect - 1                                                                                                    

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the hose length

1-Foot hose - A                                                                                                                    
2-Foot hose - B                                                                                                         
3-Foot hose - C                                                                                                                      
4-Foot hose - D                                                                                                     
5-Foot hose - E                                                                                                   
6-Foot hose - F                                                                                                    
7-Foot hose - G                                                                                                 
8-Foot hose - H                                                                                                         
9-Foot hose - I                                                                                                      
10-Foot hose - J

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES

Tech Center - Plumbing Hoses
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Plumbing Valve Model # Template

Plumbing Valves ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___  + Product/Finish ___                
+ Type ___  = 7 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "V" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing valve

Plumbing Valve - PV

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you are using with the plumbing 
valve

Plumbing Manifold - 1                                                                                                    

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the product/finish

Standard/Chrome - A                                                                                                        
ColorTech/White - B                                                                                              
ColorTech/Gray - C                                                                                                    
ColorTech/Tan - D                                                                                          
ColorTech/Polished Chrome with clear epoxy - E                                                                      
ColorTech/Satin Nickel with clear epoxy - F                                                                                            
ColorTech/Satin Chrome with epoxy - G                                                         

Step 5 Select the type of valve

Ball valve - 0                                                                                           
Needle valve - 1  
Fine Control Needle Valve - 2

CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing valve requirements. To order the plumbing valves, you must "build your own" seven 
character model number.  

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Task Light  
TL11XXXX17
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 
TL11XXXX31 
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 

•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf
•  The power supply is a molded straight   
    plug with black cord
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  60 watt power supply
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts           

Task Light with Jumper Cord 
TL12XXXX17 
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 
TL12XXXX31  
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord

 
•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf 
•  No power supply is included
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  8-inch and 30-inch jumper cord to
    interconnect lights  
    between shelves
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts       

The task light is designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  This clear anodized aluminum task light with grey end caps and 
low-profile can be ordered for individual use or with jumper cords for connection together.  Its energy-efficient LED technology and infinite dimming 
capability keeps your energy costs down.  When interconnecting the fixtures, the accumulated system wattage must never exceed the total wattage of 
the power supply.  To interconnect the fixtures, you must order a "task light" model number and a "task light with jumper cord" model number.  They are 
"starter" and "adder" systems and only the task light model number includes a power supply. Certification for the lights include UL and cUL.

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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The accessories on this pages are designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  Unless otherwise noted below, these 
accessories are designed to mount to the uprights using specialty brackets based on the type of upright selected. 

CPU Holder
CPU02 - Mounts under all work surfaces* (shown above) 
•  CPU provided by others and is not included                          

Fixed-Height Flat Screen Display Arm  
FPDAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
FPDAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic  
Flat Screen Monitor Arm 
PFSMAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PFSMAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Fixed-Height Articulating Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad  
KBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
KBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad 
PKBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PKBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Under Work Surface Keyboard Tray  
and Mouse Pad 
UWKTM - Mounts under all work surfaces 

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Workstations that are ordered with an apparatus rod are considered custom fabrication (drawings and design placement will be needed).  The 3/4-inch 
apparatus rods and components on this page are manufactured by WaterSaver Faucet Company and can be pieced together to form an apparatus rod 
assembly.   

Vertical Rod with Tapered End 
AAVR + H
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number 

H 39  46

Horizontal Crossbar 
AAHR + W
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number

W 24  36

Adjustable Clamp 
AAACXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Surface Mounting 
AABSXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Recess Mounting 
AABRXX
•  Aluminum

TECH CENTER FLEXIBLE TABLES

Tech Center - Apparatus Rods
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The C-Frame is a support structure for work surfaces and
storage units that allow you to reconfigure your work areas as
requirements change.  
 
C-Frames are fixed height systems, offered as starter and adder 
units, in heights including standing (nominal 36-inches), ADA 
(nominal 34-inches) or sitting (nominal 30-inches).

To create a continuous C-Frame assembly, adder units may be
connected to a starter unit or connected to another adder unit. 
Frames are easily assembled into 24-, 30-, 36-, 48- or 60-inch 
widths without limitation to a quantity of units for a continuous 
assembly. You may reconfigure the c-frame system by adding or 
removing units. 
 
The horizontal rails of adder units are longer than starter unit 
rails to maintain consistent module widths.  
 
Wall, T-peninsula and island configurations can be created.  
 
With the C-Frame system, lab personnel can create knee space 
and under-counter equipment space.  For additional flexibility, 
mobile and suspended casework can be ordered. To learn more 
about the C-Frame system, let's talk.

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame Systems
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This page is designed as a check-list guide to ensure you order what is needed for your specific run of C-Frame. 

C-Frame System "Order Check List"

Step 1
Determine how to layout the C-Frame  
(Perimeter, Back-to-Back, T-Shaped Peninsula)

Step 2
For every run of C-Frame layout, select the height  
(30-inches/Sitting, 34-inches/ADA, 36-inches/Standing)  

Step 3
For every complete run of C-Frame, select the overall layout width and divide it by 12-inches to determine which individual width of 
C-Frame starter and adder(s) to order (24-, 30-, 36-, 48-, and 60-inches) 

Step 4
If you have a t-shape or perimeter C-Frame design, you must order a corner assembly unit and subtract 24-inches from the overall 
run width of the C-Frame.

Step 5
Select back option 
(Closed or Open)

Step 6 Select your work surface material by building your own work surface model number template

Step 7
Select your upright type and height 
(Steel Slotted Adjustable 36- or 48-inches or Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable 36- or 42-inches or surface mounted utility uprights 
with oval post design (48-inch high uprights)

Step 8
Select your shelf types and quantities
(Use Shelf Template)

Step 9 Select your service manifold

Step 10
Select your service locations 
(Deck-Mounted Between Shelving, Service Box Between Shelving, 
Service Connections Below the Work Surface)

Step 11
Select additional storage needs 
(Species, Model Number, Size, Color and Hardware Options)

Step 12
Select accessories
(Task Lighting, Computer Articulating Arms, Keyboard Trays, Mouse Pads, CPU Holders)

Step 13 Order an end chase to close the sides.  They are ordered as individual caps.  

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Order Check List
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Product Description and Characteristics:
C-Frames are affordable solutions, built to last.  Our C-Frame systems are ordered as starters or adders in three heights: bench (nominal 36-inches), ADA 
(nominal 34-inches) and desk (nominal 30-inches).  Every starter and adder unit can be designed with open backs or with 1/2-inch removable thermally 
fused closure panels available in six standard colors.   When using with under counter refrigerators, contact CiF Lab Solutions for custom sizes. 

Load Rating:
The total load rating is 600 LBS. and based on evenly distributed loads.  

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.   

Fabrication: 
C-Frame Systems are shipped knocked down on pallets with all accessory items. Suspended and mobile casework items are shipped assembled, but need 
to be installed on the C-Frame at final destination. 

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion to the 
original owner against defective material and workmanship. 

C-Frame Assembly Starter Unit 
CFOS0 + H + D + W
•  Starter unit with open back

H 30  34  36  

D 30

W 24  36  48  60  72

C-Frame Assembly Adder Unit 
CFRA0 + H + D + W
•  Adder unit with 1/2-inch removable  
    thermally fused closure panel

H 30  34  36  

D 30

W 24  36  48  60  72

C-Frame Corner Assembly 
CFOC0 + H + D + W
•  Adder unit with open back with  
    return depth of 24-inches

H 30  34  36  

D 30

W 30

C-Frame Assembly Adder Unit 
CFOA0 + H + D + W
•  Adder unit with open back

H 30  34  36  

D 30

W 24  36  48  60  72

C-Frame Assembly Starter Unit 
CFRS0 + H + D + W
•  Starter unit with 1/2-inch removable  
    thermally fused closure panel

H 30  34  36  

D 30

W 24  36  48  60  72

Service Fixture 
CFRC0 + H + D + W
•  Adder unit with 1/2-inch removable  
    thermally fused closure panel with  
    return depth of 24-inches

H 30  34  36  

D 30

W 30

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The C-Frames are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (Variable Height Range: 30, 34 and 36 x 20D x Variable Width Range: 12, 
15, 18, 24, 30, and 36).  For mobile cabinets, 30-inch C-Frames are capable of using mobiles with heights of 26-inches, 34-inch C-Frames are capable 
of using mobiles with heights of 30-inch and 36-inch C-Frames are capable of using mobiles with heights of 33-inches.  Refer to our full specifications 
for details. 

C-Frame Filler 
SMDYO + H + D + W
•  End filler, hardware and tie brackets   
    to close end chase and is ordered as  
    individual caps

H 30  34  36

D 12

W 01
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C-Frame Dimensions

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including:

•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart

Note: Plastic laminate and wood cabinets only
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This system has three available upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch high uprights), steel slotted adjustable (36- or 
48-inch high uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments and surface mounted oval post design (48-inch high uprights).   Please note:  If your workstation only 
needs uprights on half of the surface, please divide your total workstation width in half and use the calculated answer for your width.  

Aluminum Uprights 
URA1 + H + W 
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with infinitely adjustable  
    shelving 

H 36  42

W 24  30  36  48  60  72

Steel Slotted Uprights
URS1 + H + W  
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with adjustable shelving  
    (nominal 1-inch)  

H 36  48

W 24  30  36  48  60  72

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Uprights
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We designed this page to help "build" your work surface selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, work surface size, material type, and upright type to equal a "10" character model number.  In addition, 
you must specify the work surface color and edge color/type when applicable.

The model number assembly is equal to one work surface.  You must specify quantity of work surfaces based on each assembly. 

Work Surface Model # Template

Workstation Type ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Upright Type ___  = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the system your work surface will be used on: 

C-Frame - WF

Step 2
Select the work surface size starting with thickness (T), depth (D) and width (W): 
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02. 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 30     Workstation Width (W) - 24 36 48  60  72

Step 3 Select the work surface material:  This should be done in your submittal drawing or Caseline file

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L  

Step 4 Select the upright option:  

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable (URS) - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable (URS) - S     No Uprights - N

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Work Surfaces
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The accessories on this pages are designed to showcase our various shelf options and provide further detail on available selections.  In addition, we 
have included a few material definitions to help you make your selection.

The following shelf and work surface material definitions are from SEFA 3 standards and used with permission. 
 
Epoxy Resin - Epoxy resin tops and sinks are produced from a composite of epoxy resin, silica, inert fillers and organic hardeners. Material is cast and
cured in ovens at elevated temperatures. Material is homogeneous throughout and nonabsorbent.

High Pressure Plastic Laminate - High pressure plastic laminate tops are made from melamine-impregnated surface papers pressed over phenolic-
impregnated kraft paper layers. The back is sanded to facilitate bonding to the top of suitable substrate.

Phenolic - Solid phenolic composite tops are a compression molded composite of a homogeneous core of organic fiber reinforced phenolic and may
contain one or more integrally cured surfaces that are non-porous.

Triple Rail Double Rail

Book End Bracket Angled Bracket

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Shelving

*Note: All shelves include a structural rear retainer lip as shown.

Single Rail
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We designed this page to help "build" your shelving selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, size of shelf, material type, front retainer, bracket type, upright type and shelf placement to equal a "12" 
character model number.  

The C-Frame System shelves are designed with notching and are not interchangeable with other systems.  The model number assembly is equal to 
one shelf.  Each shelf is half width due to the intermediate upright  You must specify quantity of shelves desired, i.e. two shelves for one full width run 
of shelving.

Shelving Model # Template

C-Frame System ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Retainer Lip ___ + Bracket ___ + Upright Type ___  
= 12 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the system your shelf will be used on: 

C-Frame - SU   

Step 2
Select the shelf size in order starting with shelf thickness (T), shelf depth (D) and workstation width (W): *For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  
For 1-inch thick use 02. 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 12  15     C-Frame Width (W) - 24  30  36  48  60  72

Step 3 Select the shelf material:  This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline file

Phenolic - P     Thermally Fused - T     Metal - M     Epoxy - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L

Step 4 Select the shelf front containment option:

Triple Rail - T     Double Rail - D     Single Rail - S     None - N

Step 5 Select the shelf bracket:  The C-Frame System uses a stepped down bracket design

Book End - B     Angled Bracket - A

Step 6 Select the upright type:  

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable - S 

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Shelving
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The standard power manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the C-Frame System.  We have a few additional options available which 
you obtain by "building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the latest service 
template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM00URA10 + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) on back                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM01URA10  + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front , (1) on back, and (1) 3-port data harness                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                                                                                           
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM02URA11 + W
•  Power manifold with (1) NEMA L6-20 outlet                                                                                                                              
•  Outlet will be gray and commercial grade                                                                               
•  Cord will be 15-ft with twistloc plug                                                                                                                       

Power Manifolds Model # Template

Power Manifold (For use with URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ +                                                                                                 
Plug End Type ___ + Workstation Width ___  ___ +                                                                       

= 11 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a power manifold

Power Manifold - PM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) 
on front and (1) on back - 00                                                      
(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) 
on back and (1) 3-port data harness - 01                     
(1) NEMA L6-20 outlet - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select the plug end type

Straight blade- 0                                     
Twistloc- 1

Step 5 Select the workstation width

24. 30, 36 48, 60, or 72

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES
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The standard gas manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the C-Frame System.  We have a few additional options available which you 
obtain by "building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the latest service 
template, consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options. 

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM00URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (1) fixture cutout                                                                                                                        
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                          

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM01URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (2) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM02URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (3) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                     

Gas Manifolds Model # Template

Gas Manifold (For use with URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ + Workstation Width ___ ___                                                                                                                                              
           = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "G" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a gas manifold

Gas Manifold - GM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(1) Fixture cutout - 00                                                      
(2) Fixture cutouts - 01                                        
(3) Fixture cutouts - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select your workstation width

24. 30, 36 48, 60, or 72

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES
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CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing hose requirements. To order the hose for your fixtures, you must "build your own" six 
character model number.  White is the color used if a service is needed that is not listed below.  Options not listed are considered custom. 

Plumbing Hose Model # Template

Plumbing Hoses ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___ + Length ___  
= 6 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "H" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing hose

Plumbing Hose - PH    

Step 2 Select the type of configuration you need for your hose

3/8" FNPT and male quick connect - 1                                                                                                    

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the hose length

1-Foot hose - A                                                                                                                    
2-Foot hose - B                                                                                                         
3-Foot hose - C                                                                                                                      
4-Foot hose - D                                                                                                     
5-Foot hose - E                                                                                                   
6-Foot hose - F                                                                                                    
7-Foot hose - G                                                                                                 
8-Foot hose - H                                                                                                         
9-Foot hose - I                                                                                                      
10-Foot hose - J

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES
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Plumbing Valve Model # Template

Plumbing Valves ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___  + Product/Finish ___                
+ Type ___  = 7 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "V" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing valve

Plumbing Valve - PV

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you are using with the plumbing 
valve

Plumbing Manifold - 1                                                                             

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the product/finish

Standard/Chrome - A                                                                                                        
ColorTech/White - B                                                                                              
ColorTech/Gray - C                                                                                                    
ColorTech/Tan - D                                                                                          
ColorTech/Polished Chrome with clear epoxy - E                                                                      
ColorTech/Satin Nickel with clear epoxy - F                                                                                            
ColorTech/Satin Chrome with epoxy - G                                                         

Step 5 Select the type of valve

Ball valve - 0                                                                                           
Needle valve - 1
Fine Control Needle Valve - 2  

CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing valve requirements. To order the plumbing valves, you must "build your own" seven 
character model number. 

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Plumbing Valves
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Task Light  
TL11XXXX17
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 
TL11XXXX31 
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 

•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf
•  The power supply is a molded straight   
    plug with black cord
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  60 watt power supply
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                        

Task Light with Jumper Cord 
TL12XXXX17 
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 
TL12XXXX31  
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 

 
•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf 
•  No power supply is included
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  8-inch and 30-inch jumper cord to
    interconnect lights between shelves
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                                             

The task light is designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  This clear anodized aluminum task light with grey end caps and 
low-profile can be ordered for individual use or with jumper cords for connection together.  Its energy-efficient LED technology and infinite dimming 
capability keeps your energy costs down.  When interconnecting the fixtures, the accumulated system wattage must never exceed the total wattage of 
the power supply.  To interconnect the fixtures, you must order a "task light" model number and a "task light with jumper cord" model number.  They are 
"starter" and "adder" systems and only the task light model number includes a power supply. Certification for the lights include UL and cUL.

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Task Light
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The accessories on this pages are designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  Unless otherwise noted below, these 
accessories are designed to mount to the uprights using specialty brackets based on the type of upright selected.

CPU Holder
CPU02 - Mounts under all work surfaces* (shown above) 
•  CPU provided by others and is not included                           

Fixed-Height Flat Screen Display Arm  
FPDAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
FPDAS - Use with steel slotted uprights

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic  
Flat Screen Monitor Arm 
PFSMAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PFSMAS - Use with steel slotted uprights

Fixed-Height Articulating Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad  
KBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
KBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad 
PKBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PKBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights

Under Work Surface Keyboard Tray  
and Mouse Pad 
UWKTM - Mounts under all work surfaces 

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Computer Accessories
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The 3/4-inch apparatus rods and components on this page  are manufactured by WaterSaver Faucet Company and can be pieced together to form an 
apparatus rod assembly.  

Vertical Rod with Tapered End 
AAVR + H
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number 

H 39  46

Horizontal Crossbar 
AAHR + W
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number

W 24  36

Adjustable Clamp 
AAACXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Surface Mounting 
AABSXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Recess Mounting 
AABRXX
•  Aluminum

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

C-Frame System - Apparatus Rods
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CAT. NO. K0000

DESCRIPTION
Open Cabinet    
• One adjustable shelf                                                         

HEIGHT:  INCHES 30  34  36

DEPTH:  INCHES 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 12  15  18  24  30  36

CAT. NO. K3050 KA315

DESCRIPTION
Open/Drawer Cabinet                                                                
• One adjustable shelf, one drawer

Open/Drawer Cabinet                                                              
• One adjustable shelf, two drawers

HEIGHT:  INCHES 30  34  36 30  34  36

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 12  15  18  24  30 24  30

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

General Storage Suspended Cabinets

CAT. NO. K0110 (Hinged L)  K0120 (Hinged R) K0100 K0510 (Hinged L)  K0520 (Hinged R)

DESCRIPTION
Cupboard Cabinet
• One adjustable shelf, one hinged door                                                         

Cupboard Cabinet
• One adjustable shelf, one hinged door                                                                   

Cupboard Cabinet
• Two roll-out trays, one hinged door 

HEIGHT:  INCHES 30  34  36 30  34  36 30  34  36

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 12  15  18  24 24  30  36 12  15  18  24
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CAT. NO. K0500 K3100 K3000

DESCRIPTION
Cupboard Cabinet
• Two roll-out trays, two hinged door s                                                                

Cupboard Cabinet
• One adjustable shelf, two hinged doors, two 
drawers 

 Cupboard Cabinet
• One adjustable shelf,  two hinged doors, one 
drawer

HEIGHT:  INCHES 30  34  36 30  34  36 30  34  36

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 24  30  36 24  30 24  30

CAT. NO. K3110 (Hinged L)  K3120 (Hinged R) K4020 K4030

DESCRIPTION
Cupboard Cabinet
• One adjustable shelf, one hinged door, one 
drawer 

Two Drawer Cabinet Three Drawer Cabinet

HEIGHT:  INCHES 30  34  36 30  34  36 (Counter height) 30  34  36 (Counter height)

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 12  15  18  24 12  15  18  24  30 12  15  18  24  30

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

General Storage Suspended Cabinets

CAT. NO. K4040 K4050 K4060

DESCRIPTION Four Drawer Cabinet Five Drawer Cabinet Six Drawer Cabinet

HEIGHT:  INCHES 30  34  36 (Counter height) 36 (Counter height) 36 (Counter height)

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 12  15  18  24  30 12  15  18  24  30 12  15  18  24  30
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CAT. NO. KKA30 KKB30

DESCRIPTION
Knee Space Cabinet
• One Drawer

Knee Space Cabinet
• Two drawers

HEIGHT:  INCHES 4 4

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 12  15  18  24  30  36 24  30  36

CAT. NO. K4540 KA452

DESCRIPTION
Drawer Cabinet
• Two drawers and one lateral file drawer

Drawer Cabinet
• One drawer and one lateral file drawer

HEIGHT:  INCHES 36 (Counter height) 30  34 (Counter height)

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 18  24 18  24

C-FRAME FLEXIBLE TABLES

General Storage Suspended Cabinets

CAT. NO. K2110 (Hinged L)  K2120 (Hinged R) K2100 K2700

DESCRIPTION
Sink Cabinet
• One hinged door, false front above door

Sink Cabinet
• Two hinged doors, false front above doors

Sink Cabinet
• Two hinged doors, false front above doors

HEIGHT:  INCHES 30  34  36 (Counter height) 30  34  36 (Counter height) 30  34  36 (Counter height)

DEPTH:  INCHES 20 20 20

WIDTH:  INCHES 15  18  24 24  30  36 48
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Features and Benefits: 
The manual height-adjustable Carts are an economical solution to height-adjustment, flexibility and mobility.  Carts are available with leveling glides 
or swivel casters.  Height-adjustment is achieved by the use of a bolt and knob.  The range of height adjustment is 28- to 36-inches (not including 
the work surface height) and adjustable in 1-inch increments. To order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section. To order 
suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

 
 
Shelf brackets are available as angle*  
or book-end style

1" or infinitely adjustable shelves are 
available in plastic laminate, painted 
metal*, phenolic resin, epoxy resin, and 
wood 

Optional shelf retainer lips are available 
in bent wire, metal cut-out* and  
triple rail 
 
Horizontal gas and electric manifolds*

Manual height-adjustable work surface* 

Available with leveler glides and  
swivel casters*

Work surface material options include 
phenolic resin, thermally fused 
melamine, metal, epoxy resin,  wood, 
and plastic laminate*

*Option shown on drawing

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Manual Height-Adjustable
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The manual height-adjustable Carts are an economical solution to mobility with a height-adjustment range of 28- to 36-inches.  Height-adjustment is 
adjustable in 1-inch increments and achieved using a bolt and knob. Carts are available with leveling glides or swivel casters and are capable of using 
two different types of uprights including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights) and steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height 
uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments.  To order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Carts are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In 
addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  
To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section. Manual height-adjustable carts with a height of 30-inches will match the height 
of nominal 30-inch high Case Systems' fixed casework.  All other cart adjustments will vary slightly from fixed casework heights.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leveling glides or swivel casters is 500 LBS. and based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work 
surface, shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 500 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Carts are shipped knocked down on a pallet. Suspended casework is shipped assembled and needs to be suspended to the cart at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 
Height-Adjustable Cart  
With Leveler Glides  
MODEL#:  CTAA36 + D + W  
 
Height-Adjustable Cart   
With Swivel Casters  
MODEL#:  CTAD36 + D + W

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart (used with leveler glides)

D 30  36  

W 36  48  60  72 

 29.500" / 35.500" / 47.500" / 59.500" 

 21.250" / 27.250" / 29.250" / 51.250" 

 26.000" / 32.000" / 44.000" / 56.000" 

 27.375" / 33.375" 

 26.375" / 32.375" 
 6.938" / 12.938" 

 2
8"

 - 
36

" 
SHOWN: CTAA363060

SHOWN: CTAD363060

 21.250" / 27.250" / 39.250" / 51.250" 

 29.500" / 35.500" / 47.500" / 59.500" 

 26.000" / 32.000" / 44.000" / 56.000" 

 27.375" / 33.375" 

 6.938" / 12.938" 
 26.375" / 32.375" 

 2
8"

 - 
36

" 

          Two non-locking and Two locking

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Manual Height-Adjustable
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Shelf brackets are available as angle*  
or book-end style

1" or infinitely adjustable shelves are 
available in plastic laminate, painted 
metal*, phenolic resin, epoxy resin, and 
wood and infinitely adjustable 

Features and Benefits: 
The fixed height Cart is an economical solution to mobility.  Carts are available with leveling glides or swivel casters.  To order your uprights and other 
accessories, refer to the end of this section. To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section.

 
 
 
Optional shelf retainer lips are available 
in metal cut-out, single rail and 
triple rail* 
 
Horizontal gas and electric manifolds*

Available with leveler glides and  
swivel casters*

Work surface material options include 
phenolic resin, thermally fused 
melamine, metal, epoxy resin,  wood, 
and plastic laminate*

*Option shown on drawing

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Fixed Height
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The fixed height Carts are an economical solution to mobility.  Carts are available with leveling glides or swivel casters.  Two surface mounted upright 
types are available including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch height uprights) and steel slotted adjustable (36- or 48-inch height uprights) in 
nominal 1-inch increments.  To order your uprights and other accessories, refer to the end of this section.

The 30- and 36-inch deep Carts are capable of suspending casework with the nominal sizes of (24H x 24D x Variable Width Range: 18, 24 and 30).  In 
addition, mobile cabinets can be used with the nominal size of (25H x Variable Depth: 21 or 24 x Variable Width Range: 24, 30, 33, 36, 42, 45, and 48).  
To order suspended or mobile casework, refer to the casework section. The fixed height Carts with heights of 30-, 34- and 36-inches will match the 
nominal heights of Case Systems' 30-, 34- and 36-inches fixed casework.

Load Rating:
The total load rating with leveling glides or swivel casters is 500 LBS. and based on evenly distributed loads. You must deduct the weight of the work 
surface, shelves, accessories, and suspended casework from the 500 LBS. for the available load rating balance.   

Finish:
All steel frame components shall be finished using a baked-on powder-coat finish.  Standard colors include black, grey, platinum, and light neutral.  
 
Fabrication: 
Carts are shipped knocked down on a pallet. Suspended casework is shipped assembled and needs to be suspended on the cart at final destination.  

Warranty:
All standard products manufactured by CiF Lab Solutions carry a two (2) year guarantee and Limited Warranty from the date of substantial completion 
to the original owner against defective material and workmanship. 
 

Fixed Height Cart  
With Leveler Glides  
MODEL#:  CTFA + H + D + W  
 
Fixed Height Cart  
With Swivel Casters  
MODEL#:  CTFD + H + D + W

Optional accessories are located at the end 
of this section including: 
 
•    Uprights
•    Fixtures
•    Modesty panel 
•    Manifolds
•    Work surfaces
•    Task light
•    Shelving
•    Pneumatic arms
•    Transport Cart (used with lever glides)

H 30  34  36 

D 30  36  

W 36  48  60  72 

SHOWN: CTFA303060

SHOWN: CTFD303060

 29.500" / 35.500" / 47.500" / 59.500" 

 26.000" / 32.000" / 44.000" / 56.000" 

 23.000" / 29.000" / 41.000" / 53.000" 

 27.375" / 33.375" 

 6.938" / 12.938" 
 26.375" / 32.375" 

 2
9.

45
0"

 /
 3

1.
97

0"
 /

 3
4.

49
0"

 

 29.500" / 35.500" / 47.500" / 59.500" 

 23.000" / 29.000" / 41.000" / 53.000" 

 26.000" / 32.000" / 44.000" / 56.000" 

 27.375" / 33.375" 

 6.938" / 12.938" 
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          Two non-locking and Two non-locking

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Fixed Height
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The accessories on this page are designed to be used exclusively on the Carts  The rail and shelf are sold separately. To order your shelf, you must "build 
your own" 11 character model number.

Cart Under Counter Shelf Model # Template

Lab Cart ___ ___ + Shelf ___ + Shelf Type ___+ Shelf Thickness ___  ___ + Cart Depth ___ ___ + Cart 
Width ___ ___ + Shelf Material ___  = 11 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "C" and "T" to indicate you are ordering a shelf for the 
Tech Center

Lab Cart - CT    

Step 2 Select the type of product - S

Step 3 Select the shelf type

Full depth shelf - F  
Half depth shelf - H          

Step 4 Select the shelf thickness

3/4-inch - 01 
1-inch - 02    

Step 5 Select the cart depth (30, 36)

Step 6 Select the cart width (36, 48, 60, 72)

Step 7
Select the shelf material:  This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline 
file

Phenolic Resin- P
Epoxy Resin- E
Thermofused Melamine- T
High Pressure Laminate - L

Cart Rail Kit 
CTSR + Cart Width
•  Rail for use with under counter half or  
    full shelves

W 36  48  60  72  

Under Counter Half Shelf 

Under Counter Full Shelf 

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Under Counter Shelf Kits
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This system has two available upright options including aluminum infinitely adjustable (36- or 42-inch high uprights) and steel slotted adjustable (36- or 
48-inch high uprights) in nominal 1-inch increments.   Please note:  If your workstation only needs uprights on half of the surface, please divide your total 
workstation width in half and use the calculated answer for your width.  

Aluminum Uprights 
URA1 + H + W 
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with infinitely adjustable  
    shelving 

H 36  42

W 30  36  48  60  72

Steel Slotted Uprights
URS1 + H + W  
•  All widths over 48-inches will  
    receive a center upright
•  For use with adjustable shelving  
    (nominal 1-inch)              

H 36  48

W 30  36  48  60  72

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Uprights
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We designed this page to help "build" your work surface selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, work surface size, material type, and upright type to equal a "10" character model number.  In addition, 
you must specify the work surface color and edge color/type when applicable.

 You must specify quantity of work surfaces based on each assembly. 

Work Surface Model # Template

Carts ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Upright Type ___  = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the system your work surface will be used on: 

Carts - WC

Step 2 Select the work surface size starting with thickness (T), depth (D) and width (W): 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 30  36     Workstation Width (W) - 36  48  60  72  
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02.

Step 3 Select the work surface material:   This should be done in your submittal drawings or Caseline file

Phenolic Resin - P     Thermally Fused Melamine - T     Epoxy Resin - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L  

Step 4 Select the upright option:  

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable (URA) - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable (URS) - S     No Uprights - N

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Work Surfaces
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The accessories on this pages are designed to showcase our various shelf options and provide further detail on available selections.  In addition, we 
have included a few material definitions to help you make your selection.

The following shelf and work surface material definitions are from SEFA 3 standards and used with permission. 
 
Epoxy Resin - Epoxy resin tops and sinks are produced from a composite of epoxy resin, silica, inert fillers and organic hardeners. Material is cast and
cured in ovens at elevated temperatures. Material is homogeneous throughout and nonabsorbent.

High Pressure Plastic Laminate - High pressure plastic laminate tops are made from melamine-impregnated surface papers pressed over phenolic-
impregnated kraft paper layers. The back is sanded to facilitate bonding to the top of suitable substrate.

Phenolic - Solid phenolic composite tops are a compression molded composite of a homogeneous core of organic fiber reinforced phenolic and may
contain one or more integrally cured surfaces that are non-porous.

Triple Rail Double Rail

Book End Bracket (1" Adjustment) Angled Bracket (1" Adjustment)

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Shelving

*Note: All shelves include a structural rear retainer lip as shown.

Single Rail
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We designed this page to help "build" your shelving selection by using a simple model number assembly formula.  Included in the model number 
assembly, you will select the workstation type, size of shelf, material type, front retainer, bracket type, upright type and shelf placement to equal a "12" 
character model number.  

The Cart shelves are designed with notching and are not interchangeable with other systems.  The model number assembly is equal to one shelf.  Each 
shelf is half width due to the intermediate upright on tables greater than 48 inches wide.  You must specify quantity of shelves desired, i.e. two shelves 
for one full width run of shelving.

Shelving Model # Template

Carts ___ + Size ___ + Material Type ___ + Retainer Lip ___ + Bracket ___ + Upright Type ___  
= 12 Character Model Number

Step 1 Select the workstation system your shelf will be used on: 

Carts - SU     

Step 2 Select the shelf size in order starting with shelf thickness (T), shelf depth (D) and workstation width (W): 

Thickness (T) - 01  02      Depth (D) - 12  15     Workstation Width (W) - 30  36  48  60  72  
*For 3/4-inch thick use 01.  For 1-inch thick use 02. 

Step 3 Select the shelf material:  This should be done in your submittal drawing or Caseline file

Phenolic Resin - P     Thermally Fused  Melamine - T     Painted Metal - M     Epoxy Resin - E     Wood - W     HPL Laminate - L

Step 4 Select the shelf front containment option:

Triple Rail - T     Double Rail - D     Single Rail - S     None - N

Step 5 Select the shelf bracket:  The carts use a stepped down bracket design

Book End - B     Angled Bracket - A

Step 6 Select the upright type:  

Aluminum Infinitely Adjustable (URA) - A     Steel Slotted Nominal 1-Inch Adjustable (URS) - S      

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Shelving
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The standard power manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the Carts.  We have a few additional options available which you obtain 
by "building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the latest service template, 
consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM00URA10 + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) on back                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM01URA10  + W
•  Power manifold with (4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front , (1) on back, and (1) 3-port data harness                                                                                                                              
•  Outlets will be gray and commercial grade                                                                                                                                           
•  Cord will be 15-ft with straight blade plug                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
PM02URA11 + W
•  Power manifold with (1) NEMA L6-20 outlet                                                                                                                              
•  Outlet will be gray and commercial grade                                                                               
•  Cord will be 15-ft with twistloc plug                                                                                                                       

Power Manifolds Model # Template

Power Manifold (For use with URA1 & URS1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ +                                                                                                 
Plug End Type ___ + Workstation Width ___  ___ +                                                                       

= 11 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a power manifold

Power Manifold - PM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) 
on front and (1) on back - 00                                                      
(4) NEMA 5-20 outlets, (3) on front and (1) 
on back and (1) 3-port data harness - 01                     
(1) NEMA L6-20 outlet - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select the plug end type

Straight blade- 0                                     
Twistloc- 1

Step 5 Select the workstation width

30, 36, 48, 60, 72

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Power Manifolds

Note:  Manifold width equal to half the table width due to intermediate 
upright.
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The standard gas manifolds on this page are designed to be used with the Carts.  We have a few additional options available which you obtain by 
"building your own" model number.  Options not listed are considered custom.  For customization of services and for the latest service template, 
consult your CiF Lab Solutions sales consultant for options.

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM00URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (1) fixture cutout                                                                                                                        
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                          

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM01URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (2) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                           

Manifold - For use with the aluminum continuous slot upright 
GM02URA1 + W
•  Gas manifold with (3) fixture cutouts                                                                                                                                          
•  Cutouts are designed to fit WaterSaver fixtures                                                     
•  If other fixtures are needed, you must contact CiF Lab Solutions.                                                                                                                     

Gas Manifolds Model # Template

Gas Manifold (For use with URA1 & URB1 only) ___ ___ +                                                                                           
Configuration ___ ___ +                                                                        

Upright Type ___ ___ ___ ___ + Workstation Width ___ ___                                                                                                                                              
           = 10 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "G" and "M" to 
indicate you are ordering a gas manifold

Gas Manifold - GM

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you 
need on your manifold ("00", "01" or "02")

(1) Fixture cutout - 00                                                      
(2) Fixture cutouts - 01                                        
(3) Fixture cutouts - 02    

Step 3 Select the type of upright

Aluminum continuous slot upright - URA1 
Steel slotted upright - URS1                                                                               

Step 4 Select your workstation width

30, 36, 48, 60, 72

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Gas Manifolds

Note:  Manifold width equal to half the table width due to intermediate 
upright.
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CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing hose requirements. To order the hose for your fixtures, you must "build your own" six 
character model number.  White is the color used if a service is needed that is not listed below.  Options not listed are considered custom. 

Plumbing Hose Model # Template

Plumbing Hoses ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___ + Length ___  
= 6 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "H" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing hose

Plumbing Hose - PH    

Step 2 Select the type of configuration you need for your hose

3/8" FNPT and male quick connect - 1                                                                                                    

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the hose length

1-Foot hose - A                                                                                                                    
2-Foot hose - B                                                                                                         
3-Foot hose - C                                                                                                                      
4-Foot hose - D                                                                                                     
5-Foot hose - E                                                                                                   
6-Foot hose - F                                                                                                    
7-Foot hose - G                                                                                                 
8-Foot hose - H                                                                                                         
9-Foot hose - I                                                                                                      
10-Foot hose - J

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Plumbing Hoses
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Plumbing Valve Model # Template

Plumbing Valves ___ ___ + Configuration ___ + Color/Service ___ ___  + Product/Finish ___                
+ Type ___  = 7 Character Model Number

Step 1
Automatically use the letters "P" and "V" to indicate you are ordering a 
plumbing valve

Plumbing Valve - PV

Step 2
Select the type of product configuration you are using with the plumbing 
valve

Plumbing Manifold - 1     

Step 3 Select the color and service

Color is BLACK and service is HELIUM - K1                                                                                  
Color is ORANGE and service is AIR - K2                                                                                  
Color is GREEN and service is WATER - K3                                                                              
Color is YELLOW and service is VACUUM - K4                                                                          
Color is BLUE and service is NATURAL GAS - K5                                                                      
Color is WHITE and service is MISC - K6                                                                                             
Color is PURPLE and service is ARGON - K7                                                         
Color is BROWN and service is NITROGEN - K8

Step 4 Select the product/finish

Standard/Chrome - A                                                                                                        
ColorTech/White - B                                                                                              
ColorTech/Gray - C                                                                                                    
ColorTech/Tan - D                                                                                          
ColorTech/Polished Chrome with clear epoxy - E                                                                      
ColorTech/Satin Nickel with clear epoxy - F                                                                                            
ColorTech/Satin Chrome with epoxy - G                                                         

Step 5 Select the type of valve

Ball valve - 0                                                                                           
Needle valve - 1 
Fine Control Needle valve - 2 

CiF Lab Solutions offers a wide array of options to suit your plumbing valve requirements. To order the plumbing valves, you must "build your own" seven 
character model number.  

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Plumbing Valves
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Task Light  
TL11XXXX17
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 
TL11XXXX31 
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types 

•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf
•  The power supply is a molded straight   
    plug with black cord
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  60 watt power supply
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                        

Task Light with Jumper Cord 
TL12XXXX17 
•  17-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 
TL12XXXX31  
•  31-inch light with screws and magnetic
    clips for mounting to all shelf material
    types and jumper cord 

 
•  Attaches to the underside of the shelf 
•  No power supply is included
•  Instant on; fade to off; dimming switch
•  8-inch and 30-inch jumper cord to
    interconnect lights between shelves
•  17-inch light has 24 LEDs and is six  
    watts and the 31-inch light has 48 LEDs  
    and is 14 watts                                                            

The task light is designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  This clear anodized aluminum task light with grey end caps and 
low-profile can be ordered for individual use or with jumper cords for connection together.  Its energy-efficient LED technology and infinite dimming 
capability keeps your energy costs down.  When interconnecting the fixtures, the accumulated system wattage must never exceed the total wattage of 
the power supply.  To interconnect the fixtures, you must order a "task light" model number and a "task light with jumper cord" model number.  They are 
"starter" and "adder" systems and only the task light model number includes a power supply. Certification for the lights include UL and cUL.

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Task Light
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The accessories on this pages are designed to be used with CiF Lab Solutions laboratory workstations.  Unless otherwise noted below, these 
accessories are designed to mount to the uprights using specialty brackets based on the type of upright selected. 

CPU Holder
CPU02 - Mounts under all work surfaces* (shown above) 
•  CPU provided by others and is not included                          

Fixed-Height Flat Screen Display Arm  
FPDAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
FPDAS - Use with steel slotted uprights      

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic  
Flat Screen Monitor Arm 
PFSMAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PFSMAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Fixed-Height Articulating Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad  
KBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
KBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Height-Adjustable Pneumatic Arm for 
Keyboard Tray and Mouse Pad 
PKBAAA - Use with infinitely adjustable 
aluminum uprights
PKBAAS - Use with steel slotted uprights     

Under Work Surface Keyboard Tray  
and Mouse Pad 
UWKTM - Mounts under all work surfaces 

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Computer Accessories
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Workstations that are ordered with an apparatus rod are considered custom fabrication (drawings and design placement will be needed).  The 3/4-inch 
apparatus rods and components on this page are manufactured by WaterSaver Faucet Company and can be pieced together to form an apparatus rod 
assembly.   

Vertical Rod with Tapered End 
AAVR + H
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number 

H 39  46

Horizontal Crossbar 
AAHR + W
•  Aluminum 
•  One rod per model number

W 24  36

Adjustable Clamp 
AAACXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Surface Mounting 
AABSXX
•  Aluminum

Burette Socket for Recess Mounting 
AABRXX
•  Aluminum

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Carts - Apparatus Rods
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EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Transporters
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Product Description and Characteristics:
The transport cart is designed to manually adjust your work surface heights evenly or help move a complete workstation frame instantly.  For custom 
workstations, consult your sales representative prior to ordering a standard transporter unit.  Some customizations require, customized transporters.

MANUAL TRANSPORTERS

MODEL        
NUMBERS

FOR USE                                            
WITH

TT11000XX PBHL & SMP2 Tables

TT1SMP130 30-Inch Deep Summit SMP3 Tables Only

TT1SMP136 36-Inch Deep Summit SMP3 Tables Only

POWER TRANSPORTERS

MODEL        
NUMBERS

FOR USE                                          
WITH

TT21000XX AFHL, SMA2, CTA & CTF

TT22000XX TCLL & TCLE (Tech Centers)

TT2SMA130 30-Inch Deep Summit SMA3 Tables Only

TT2SMA136 36-Inch Deep Summit SMA3 Tables Only

TT2CF0030 30-Inch Deep C-Frame Units Only

TT2AS00XX 30 and 36-Inch Deep ASCENT Tables

•  Requires 110v power supply
•  Unit is equipped with an integral battery pack and charger to allow easy use and movement

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORT CARTS

Transporters




